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10. A Continental white metal 
ladies fob watch, case stamped 0,800. 
With white enamel dial with Roman 
numerals, 41g. Together with a black 
forest “Grindelwald” watch stand.
 £20-30
 

11. A 9ct gold Ronson lighter, having 
textured design to body, in box and 
card case with papers, Butane Ronson 
Varaflame
 £400-600
 

12. A silver enamel cigarette case, 
together with a silver Motor Omnibus 
badge, 112g
 £20-40
 

13. An Indian white metal lidded 
pot, 7cm tall.
 £20-40
 

14. A 9ct gold ladies Rotary 
wristwatch, with expandable bracelet. 
Together with  a 9ct gold bar brooch 
(2.5g), a gold plated ladies Rotary  
wristwatch  with leather bracelet, gilt 
metal moss agate brooch, gilt metal bar 
brooch, etc.
 £60-80
 

15. Two Victorian silver crowns, 
1895 and 1887. Together with two boxed 
sets of silver plated spoons.
 £30-50
 

16. A 9ct gold WW2 era Condex 
diver’s watch, with silvered dial, Arabic 
numbers and second subsidiary dial, with 
leather strap.
 £200-300
 

17. A 9ct gold Art Deco wristwatch, 
with rectangular face with Arabic 
numerals, second subsidiary dial and 
leather strap.
 £150-200
 

18. A string of knotted, graduated 
cherry “amber” beads, circa 1920, on a 
red silk cord with gilt metal clasp. 71g. 
Largest bead 3.4cm long, smallest 1.2cm. 
45cm long total.
 £100-120
 

19. A small collection of British and 
World coinage, together with a string of 
Ciro pearls in box, a abalone shell brooch 
and a Parker Slimfold fountain pen with 
14K nib.
 £30-50
 

20. An early 19th century French 
enamel worked vanity case,  with Paris 
strike marks, silver gilt interior with 
enamel floral and bird decoration to 
lid, fitted interior with nail file and base 
with machine worked decoration. 5cm x 
2.5cm.
 £60-80
 

21. Two silver plated models of 
hounds, comprising a Bloodhound 
reclining 10 cm, the other in alert poise 
17 cm (2)
 £20-30
 

22. A string of oval graduated toffee 
coloured amber beads, largest bead 
2.2cm x 1.5cm, smallest bead 0.6cm, total 
length 39cm long. 19g.
 £100-150
 

23. An Elizabeth I 1602 sixpence, in 
silver mount with chain. 14g.
 £30-50
 

24. A George V silver swing handled 
pierced circular basket, of circular shape 
with shaped outline, pierced and rope 
twist border, hinged handle, Birmingham 
1909 by W Hutton & Sons Ltd, 186g 15 
cm by 14 cm 
 £100-120
 

25. A 9ct gold pearl and 
chrysoprase crossover cluster ring, with 
textured flame-like mount, 3.2g. UK size 
L.
 £40-60
 

26. A Queen Victoria silver double 
florin, in Jubilee Mint case with COA, 
dated 1889.
 £20-30
 

27. A large late 19th early 
20th century stained pine tool box, 
rectangular form with brass brackets 
and cord handle and brass plaque with 
no. 11599 opens to reveal a two drawer 
interior, 80 cm long by 31 cm deep by 19 
cm high 
 £30-50
 

28. A collection of silver jewellery, 
including cufflinks, silver and marcasite 
floral brooch, Dutch spoon bowl and 
other items. 146g.
 £50-80
 

1. A collection of gold, including 
a 9ct gold CZ ring, chain stamped 375 
(9ct 3.6g) together with a 9ct gold cased 
ladies Carronade watch and boxed stick 
pin stamped 15ct (1.1g)
 £60-100
 

2. A small collection of silver, 
including a hallmarked silver Mop 
handled fruit knife and pin brooch, 
together with a quantity of pre-1947 
threepence coins (19.5g), etc
 £20-40
 

3. A quantity of assorted costume 
jewellery, including vintage jewellery 
boxes, synthetic pearls, epns buckle, 
Scottish brooch, etc.
 £20-40
 

4. A good quantity of assorted 
costume jewellery, including two boxed 
compacts, a gilt metal stone set evening 
belt, missionary collector medal with 
bars, cufflinks, silver ingot, etc. Together 
with a quantity of gentleman’s collars in 
leather box.
 £30-50
 

5. Two Swatch Pop watches, 
together with another bracelet, two 
other Swatch wristwatches and a boxed 
DKNY example (6)
 £40-60
 

6. Three vintage stick pins, 
including one with coral terminal, and 
two gilt metal examples, one with 
synthetic pearl and one with enamel flag 
terminal (3)
 £20-30
 

7. A quantity of assorted British 
and foreign coins, including Victorian 
pennies, etc, together with a quantity of 
stamps, contained in a small writing box 
with key.
 £20-30
 

8. A 9ct gold cable link chain, 
62cm long, 21.2g
 £200-300
 

9. An 18ct gold figaro link chain, 
stamped 18ct to clasps. 40.5cm long. 
13.0g
 £200-300
 

Special Auction Services are thrilled to announce their inaugural auction in the Midlands is set up and ready to 
be sold 28th October 2021 albeit behind closed doors. 

In line with government legislation, the auction will be online only. You can request further details and addition-
al images via email dudley@specialauctionservies.com.

You can register to bid via our website www.specialauctionservices.com. If you are a successful bidder you will 
be emailed and invoice. Upon receipt of payment via bank transfer, your items can be made ready for collection 
by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet in Dud-
ley but recommend That’s Your Lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 475212 or info@thats-your-lot.co.uk.

Order of Auction 

Lot 1-39  Jewellery

Lot 40-162  Objets d’Art

Lot 163-197  Furniture

Lot 198 - 417  Toys 
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29. A collection of costume 
jewellery, including silver gilt gem set 
cluster ring, gold shell buckle ring, various 
cufflinks, signet rings, boxes and a pair 
of art nouveau silver plated floral sugar 
tongs, etc.
 £20-30
 

30. A pair of Elizabeth II coronation 
duty marked sugar tongs, by Wakely & 
Wheeler circa 1952, together with two 
other silver sugar tongs, a silver circular 
photograph frame, silver handled cheese 
knife with cap lifter and a silver collar.
 £60-80
 

31. A collection of silver plate, 
including a pair of novelty Victor of 
Scotland pickle fork and spoon, a silver 
plated knife rest, card tray and salver, and 
canteen of Old English flatware and two 
Wedgwood dishes.
 £30-50
 

32. A George III spade Guinea, 
dated 1793 with applied later bale, 
supported on a fine 9ct gold box link 
chain, the coin and bale weigh 8.4g, total 
weight 11.4g, 26cm including coin.
 £250-400
 

33. A Chinese white metal 
chatelaine, on chain with five drops with 
matching white metal bells. 50cm long. 
 £40-60
 

34. A mother of pearl bracelet, 
a silver plated evening bag, two packs 
of novelty playing cards, one with real 
gold edges, the other unopened, a 
Commonwealth of Australia £1 note and 
various other items.
 £20-30
 

35. Nine Great Britain coin collector 
folders, including Pennies, Halfpennies, 
Farthings, Brass Threepence.
 £60-80
 

36. Two British Coin Collectors 
Shilling albums, including 17 pre-47 
examples, mostly complete.
 £25-40
 

37. Two British Coin Collectors 
Sixpence albums, including 29 pre-47 
examples, mostly complete.
 £25-40
 

38. Seven British Coin Collectors 
albums, including Farthings, Threepence 
Brass, Pennies and Halfpennies. Together 
with fourteen cigarette card albums 
including Players and Wills examples, 
mostly complete and an Ogden’s 
Coronation Procession of George VI 
example (22)
 £30-50
 

39. A brass oil lamp, with etched 
glass bowl form shade and central flue. 
58cm tall
 £30-50
 

40. A pair of opaque glass vases 
with applied decoration, 24.5cm tall
 £20-40
 

41. A quantity of assorted ceramics, 
including two Wage dog figures, Beswick 
Babycham deer, Beswick mallard pin dish, 
a Swinnertons Silverdale coffee cup, etc.
 £20-40
 

42. A large quantity of character 
jugs and toby jugs, including Beswick, 
Staffordshire, Avon, Bond Ware, Woods, 
etc (25)
 £30-50
 

43. A pair of vintage stainless steel 
bar stools, rectangular form with red 
leather cushioned seats, 80 cm high 34 
cm squared (2)
 £40-60
 

44. A J. Hudson ARP whistle with 
tassel, together with an Acme Scout 
whistle with leather scouting belt
 £20-40
 

45. An Olympic Slendid 66 
typewriter, together with a Spanish 
rapier and a bone handle walking stick (3)
 £30-50
 

46. A collection of Enid Blyton 
books, all hardback examples, some 
with dust jackets. Together with various 
Rupert annuals
 £30-50
 

47. A mixed lot of collectables, 
including vintage playing card decks and 
dice sets, Magazine of The Austin Seven, 
AA car badges, opera glasses, Rabone 
folding ruler, etc
 £30-50
 

48. A collection of assorted 
fountain pens and pencils, including a 
Swan Mabie Todd and Parker Duofold 
both with 14ct nibs, a boxed Parker 
fountain pen and boxed propelling pencil 
example, with various other examples
 £50-80
 

49. A mixed lot, including a set of 
scales, tins, spirit level, Schweppes soda 
syphon, miner’s lamp, etc. 2 boxes
 £40-60
 

50. A collection of ladies handbags, 
including a snakeskin example with purse 
on safety chain, evening bags, etc (8)
 £25-40
 

51. A nice collection relating to 
Christian Sebastian Buckley (1886-
1973), Buckley played at centre half 
for Brighton and Hove Albion, Aston 
Villa and Arsenal in his career between 
the years 1905-1921, after retiring he 
returned to Aston Villa and joined the 
Board of Directors in 1936, later serving 
as Chairman from 1955 to 1966. This lot 
includes a 9ct gold multi tool engraved C. 
S. Buckley, an EPNS and leather covered 
hip flask, an Aston Villa League Cup 
Final 1971 Celebration Banquet itinerary 
signed by Doug Ellis and members of the 
squad, various letters from the Football 
Association and Birmingham City Police 
relating to Buckley’s stepping down as 
Chairman, A 1966 World Cup Souvenir 
Programme, boxed pin dish for assistance 
in preparation or the competition, etc.
 £300-500
 

52. A collection of glassware,  
including coloured fruit bowls, tumblers, 
blown glass water jug, etc
 £20-40
 

53. A small mixed lot of 
collectables, including a Bakelite 
picture frame, glass bodied inkwell, 
bone manicure set (possibly POW), 
brass jeweller’s loupe, Bakelite pin box, 
French tape measure case in the form 
of a champagne bottle and cooler (tape 
missing), etc (7)
 £30-50
 

54. A mixed lot of collectables, 
including a hallmarked silver cake knife, 
an Alessi stainless steel bowl, early 20th 
century handkerchiefs, cast metal toy 
figures, etc
 £30-50
 

55. A set of oak and leather foot 
operated dentist bellows, on iron 
frame, makers plaque inscribed Fletcher, 
Russell & Co Manchester, London and 
Warrington, 31cm high
 £40-60
 

56. Doyle (Sir Arthur Conan) Hound 
Of The Baskervilles, first edition with 
page 13 line 3 mistake, “you” for “your”. 
With plates by Sidney Paget. Browned 
endpapers, some pages loose. With 
original cloth cover with gilt stamped 
design. With library plaque on inside 
front cover and pencilled name and 
address and date stamp on first page.
 £500-800
 

57. A signed copy of Dad’s Army 
The Making of a television legend, 
signed by the author Bill Pertwee to the 
title page. Together with two Corgi Dad’s 
Army boxed diecast models, Royal Mail 
presentation pack, etc.
 £40-60
 

58. His Majesty’s Theatre 
programme, signed by Ivor Novello and 
Vivien Leigh dated 29.4.36 in pencil to 
top of cover.
 £40-60
 

59. A vintage set of three 
galvanised twin handled flower buckets, 
tapered form, 34 cm high by 36.5cm wide 
including handles (3)
 £20-30
 

60. Two theatre programmes, for 
Marlene Dietrich in Person at the Grand 
Theatre Wolverhampton 13th December 
1966 one signed to the cover in black 
marker.
 £20-40
 

61. A 1940s and 1950s 
photograph album of Speedway Riders, 
mostly signed examples relating to 
Wolverhampton and Cradley Heath 
Speedway with annotations. Signed 
examples include Cyril Quick, Ken Brown, 
Allan Sutcliffe, Roy Moreton, Les Tolley, 
Alan Hunt, Bill Kemp, Stan Dell, Dennis 
Hitchens, etc. Including team and other 
group photographs.
 £350-400
 

62. A novelty lifebuoy Titanic style 
mirror, circular shape with rope and 
cloth design, marked Titanic 1912, 45 cm 
diameter 
 £20-30
 

63. Two signed photographs of 
Wallis Simpson, Duchess of Windsor. 
Both signed to bottom in blue fountain 
pen.
 £60-80
 

64. A collection of glassware, 
including three Whitefriars style vases, 
two red examples one of textured 
triangular form 20cm high x 9cm the 
other of organic wavey form, 25.5cm 
high and an elongated square aubergine 
textured example, 30.5cm high x 10cm 
square together with five octagonal bow 
and tulip decorated wine glasses and 
others
 £30-50
 

65. A WWII carved wooden 
plane identification model, of an Avro 
Lancaster on later stand, 138 cm wide by 
81 cm deep by 188 cm high 
 £60-100
 

66. A Wolverhampton Art & 
Industrial Exhibition 1902 souvenir 
photograph album, published by 
H. J. Whitlock & Sons together with 
an example published by Hildreth & 
Chambers (2)
 £100-150
 

67. A collection of Disney related 
postcards, Including birthday and 
greeting cards, subjects including Snow 
White, Bambi, Mickey Mouse, Dumbo, 
etc. Also includes Louis Wain, Felix the 
Cat and other examples approximately 
120 cards..
 £100-150
 

68. A 1954 Marilyn Monroe 
Golden Dreams calendar, with complete 
tearaway calendar.
 £50-80
 

69. A collection of German WW2 
memorabilia, including propaganda 
postcards, stamps, an envelope cover 
allegedly sent to Adolf Hitler with 
1935 stamp, a quantity of reproduced 
photographs of Adolf Hitler, post WW1 
Reichmark notes, etc.
 £60-80
 

70. A collection of HB graphite 
wooden pencils, with rubber terminals, 
mostly sharpened to points, on cards, to 
include Chung Hwa religious examples 
Christ Died for Us, Have Faith in God etc, 
Emu Czechoslovakia, Star Wars May the 
Force be with You, souvenir, Walt Disney 
and others (236)
 £20-40

71. A collection of graphite pencils, 
various green Venus H and B examples, 
some sharpened to points, carded, (74) 
together with various blue Staedtler 
examples, most sharpened to points, 
British and German examples, carded 
(118)
 £20-40
 

72. A collection of novelty graphite 
pencils, some sharpened to points, to 
include, the English League Division 1 
1980/1, Smurfs, calendar, Paddington, 
Perfumed Pencil “Ribbon” with bells, 
Funky Animal, Mr Men, Danger Mouse, 
Coca Cola, all carded, (approximately 275)
 £20-40
 

73. A collection of green graphite 
A W Faber Castell,  red and purple W H 
Smith, Adel, Stabilo, and other part sets, 
all carded, mostly sharpened to points 
(approximately 254)
 £20-40
 

74. A collection of graphite pencils, 
mostly sharpened to points, including 
Faber Castell Gilbert, Eagle Turquoise, 
Berol Turquoise, Rowney 804, Uni 
9500, Staedtler Tradition etc, all carded, 
(approximately 187)
 £20-40
 

75. A collection of graphite pencils, 
mostly sharpened to points, including 
Eagle Cardinal, Berol Cardinal, Venus 
Newstyle, Berol Newstyle, Eagle Mirado, 
Berol Mirado sets and various singles, all 
carded, (approximately 300)
 £20-40
 

76. A collection of graphite pencils, 
mostly sharpened to points, including 
Cumberland Five Star, Rexel Five Star, 
Cumberland Concept, Rexel Derwent 
Graphic sets, Copying, Plain, Markall, 
Shorthand, Religious carbon and charcoal, 
all carded (approximately 370)
 £20-40
 

77. A collection of graphite pencils, 
mostly sharpened including, A W Faber 
Castell 1201, Staedtler, Boots, Astra etc, 
all carded, (approximately 300)
 £20-40
 

78. A collection of graphite pencils, 
mostly sharpened to points, including 
carpenter and sketch examples, Derwent 
sketching, Venus, Druid, Blackedge, Astra, 
Cumberland Floral with rubber terminals 
and others, all carded (approximately 
250)
 £20-40
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79. A collection of graphite pencils, 
novelty and souvenir examples to include 
oversized Towns and Cities, Wales with 
rubber terminals, Mascot pencils with 
erasers and others, mostly carded and 
sharpened to points, (approximately 200)
 £20-40
 

80. A quantity of propelling 
and mechanical pencils, including 
Staedtler, Berol, Stabilo etc, all carded, 
(approximately 164)
 £40-60
 

81. A set of  ten James Bond figures 
by Gilbert, full set circa 1965 (10)
 £70-100
 

82. A quantity of boxed pencils, 
including two silver miniature propelling 
pencils, Parker 25, Venus Perfect Pencils, 
A W Faber Castell, Koh-i-Noor, Autograph 
and others, together with various loose, 
spare leads and a Queen Mary The 
World’s Largest Liner example.
 £50-100
 

83. A glazed stoneware birds beak 
ink pot, impressed Blackwood & Co 
Patent Syphon, 15 cm high x 6.5cm max 
diameter
 £30-50
 

84. A green glass flask, long neck, 
slightly waisted, EIIR 1947-1972 seal, 
20cm high
 £30-50
 

85. An early 19th Century 
stoneware flask, having relief decoration 
of young girl in outdoor setting, 19cm 
high, some cracks and chips
 £60-80
 

86. A Ridgway treacle glazed figural 
gin flask, in the form of a mermaid, 
18.5cm high
 £100-150
 

87. Two treacle glazed figural flasks, 
Toby atop barrel, 24.5cm and 25cm high 
(2)
 £120-180
 

88. Five Belper & Denby Bournes 
Potteries figural flasks, including Lord 
John Russell, Daniel O Connell Esq, 
William IVTHS, Queen Alexandria Victoria 
and another, tallest, 21.5cm max high, 
some with corks (5)
 £150-200
 

89. Two novelty ‘boot’ flasks, one a 
marble effect Scottish clay example, 15cm 
max high to top of cork x 18cm together 
with a treacle glazed example, 14cm x 
14.5cm (2)
 £60-80
 

90. A Victorian treacle glazed flask, 
having relief female profiles to either 
side, 23cm high
 £100-120
 

91. Four reproduction stoneware 
flasks, one Lord Nelson cordial flask 
having relief figural decoration, 19cm 
high, a small green glazed knight 
example, 16cm high, a double sided 
Victoria/Duchess of Kent example, 22 
cm high and a crossed armed gentleman 
flask, 28cm high (4)
 £80-120
 

92. Two stoneware flasks, one 
having gentleman sniffing snuff and one 
smoking verso, 16.5cm high together with 
a smaller example with fan decoration to 
neck, 15cm high (2)
 £60-80
 

93. Two figural flasks, having 
removable head lids, one a monk, 
impressed 8300 to base, 23.5cm high, 
the other a gentleman in top hat and 
overcoat, impressed 8301 to base, 24cm 
high (2)
 £40-60
 

94. A treacle glazed figural flask, 
gentleman in tricorn hat, impressed 
Edward Whyatt of Bondary verso, 24cm 
high
 £120-180
 

95. A set of five Chinese woollen 
rugs, differing shapes and sizes, each with 
floral medallion and floral border on pink 
field (5)
 £40-60
 

96. A quantity of assorted cigarette 
and confectionary cards, including 
Sweetule, Cadbury, T. Wall, Cadet Sweets, 
Barratt, Hotspur, Typhoo, etc. Mostly 
contained in plastic cases.
 £50-80
 

97. A Universal Riviera Sport ladies 
bicycle, in green and white 186 cm wide
 £20-30
 

98. A collection of Sporting related 
ephemera, including signed photos of 
Liverpool FC 1980s, 2012 Team GB Tom 
Daley, signed football programmes, 
Gainsborough Sporting Club itineraries, 
scrap books, etc
 £60-100
 

99. A collection of Rugby ephemera, 
including signed Welsh Rugby Union 
programmes, various signed postcards 
with annotations, etc.
 £40-60
 

100. Two vintage Gray Dunn Scottish 
circular biscuit tins, both with floral 
printed design, 17.5 cm diameter by 12 
cm high 
 £10-20
 

101. A large collection of 
entertainment, film and TV ephemera 
and signed photographs, mostly dating 
from the 1950s and 1960s, including 
George Formby, Kenn Dodd, Bob Hope, 
Diana Rigg, Roger Moore, Lionel Blair, 
James Bolam, Richard Briers, etc. Viewing 
recommended.
 £100-150
 

102. A collection of early 20th 
century autograph books, most with 
various sketches, poems, signatures, 
jokes, etc. (9)
 £50-80
 

103. An early 20th century Chinese 
lacquered cabinet, pair of panelled doors 
decorated with gilt painted landscape 
against a red ground and bordered with 
scrolls and butterflies, brass handle 80 cm 
wide by 40 cm deep by 48 cm high 
 £50-80
 

104. A quantity of assorted phone 
cards, including British, Polish, Egyptian, 
Belgian, etc. Approx 150 cards
 £40-60
 

105. A mixed quantity of mid 20th 
century motor related ephemera, 
including BSA Service Sheets, Autocourse 
magazines, and various paperwork 
relating to various manufacturers 
including Jaguar, Aston Martin, Jensen, 
Lancia, Bentley, etc
 £60-100
 

106. A small collection of mid 
20th century Mercedes Benz signed 
photographs, including Rudolf 
Caracciola, Karl Kling and Hermann Lang, 
with various other photographs and 
paperwork
 £100-150
 

107. A good quantity of assorted 
cigarette, confectionary and tea cards, 
including Primrose, Brooke Bond, 
Doncella, Panini, Weetabix, etc.
 £40-60
 

108. A quantity of toy related books 
and catalogues, including Scalextric, 
Corgi, Mamod, etc. Together with a 
collection of comics and annuals including 
Eagle, Superman, Boys Own, etc.
 £40-60
 

109. Two modern rotary dial 
telephones, one in black one in red (2)
 £20-40
 

110. A large Disney Jungle Book 
(2016) poster, depicting Shere Khan, 
rolled condition. 245cm x 153cm.
 £20-30
 

111. Two framed prints of Horatio 
Nelson and Arthur Wellesley Duke of 
Wellington, both in gilt frames, together 
with a limited edition framed print of 
HMS Ark Royal and a print of HMS Victory 
(4)
 £20-40
 

112. An early 20th century Chinese 
ginger jar and cover, with pink and yellow 
enamel tones, 19cm tall
 £20-30
 

113. A late 19th century slate cased 
mantle clock, with white enamel dial, 
Roman numerals, with two keys.28.5cm 
tall.
 £30-50
 

114. A quantity of assorted ceramics, 
including a large blue and white Old 
Willow pattern charger, 46cm x 44cm. 
Together with a Royal Worcester Roanoke 
charger, etc (7)
 £40-60
 

115. A 19th century copper warming 
pan, together with an aluminium twin 
handled pot and brass chambersticks
 £40-60
 

116. An early 20th century brass 
swivel mirror, 58cm tall.
 £30-50
 

117. A clear glass soda siphon, 
engraved W. Pritchard & Son Cobridge, 
Stoke-on-Trent. 32.5cm tall
 £20-30
 

118. A George VI 1937 chocolate 
coin,  8.5cm diameter. Together with an 
early 20th century handkerchief and a 
letter from a 1914 Princess Mary tin.
 £20-30
 

119. A Edward VII silver sugar sifter, 
Queen Anne style, embossed swag 
design, London 1902, by Goldsmiths and 
Silversmiths Co Ltd, 16.5 cm high 178g
 £100-120
 

120. A pair of Art Deco twin handled 
plaster vases, 25cm tall together with a 
smaller example 14.5cm tall (3)
 £20-30
 

121. Two oak cased mantle clocks, 
both with brass movements.
 £20-30
 

122. A quantity of assorted comedic 
books, including Ha Ha Funny Half Hour 
magazines, Sitter’s Digest, Playboy joke 
books,
 £20-30
 

123. A Wellington bone china dinner 
service, together with a similar Alfred 
Meakin Knowlesley example. Including 
tureens, cups, saucers, bowls, plates, 
chargers, jugs, etc Approx 65 pieces
 £30-50
 

124. A 19th century stoneware 
puzzle jug, with eagle adornment to 
handle, no makers mark to base. 22cm 
tall.
 £50-100
 

125. A quantity of Continental 
jasperware ceramics, including a pair of 
EPNS salad servers, fruit bowl with silver 
plated rim, teapot, plates, etc (9)
 £60-80
 

126. A 19th century English porcelain 
inkwell and quill holder, in the form of a 
birds nest with invasive Serpent, together 
with a similar floral shoe ornament, 
blown glass jug, etc. (7)
 £40-60
 

127. A large studio art glass 
sculpture, of globe form with flared base, 
standing 73cm tall. 
 £300-500
 

128. A large quantity of collector’s 
display plates, mostly by Danbury 
Mint and Bradford exchange, with 
manufacturers including Coalport, 
Royal Doulton, Wedgwood and Royal 
Worcester. Various subjects including 
Dambusters and various aviation scenes, 
rural scenes, canal and river scenes, etc 
with a wooden display stand. Including 
two Special Edition RAF examples. Mostly 
boxed with certificates. Approx 115 
plates.
 £50-80
 

129. A collection of The Classic 
Composers CDs, 46 CDs contained in two 
display shelves
 £20-40
 

130. A Denby stoneware part teaset, 
comprising six tea cups, two coffee cups, 
milk jug, twelve plates and saucers (21)
 £15-30
 

131. An Amphora art nouveau 
porcelain posy bowl, modelled as a 
circular stylised cushion with green swag 
decoration, surmounted with a young girl 
in polka dot pantaloons, heightened in 
gilt. AF to base, impress factory marks to 
base. 12cm diameter x 11.5cm high
 £20-30
 

132. An Edwardian hand blown glass 
lemonade jug, with an all over punt 
decoration and a tapered, reeded strap 
handle, polished pontil mark to base. 
21cm tall.
 £20-30
 

133. An Edwardian Tortoise shell 
cylindrical box and cover, with pull-off 
domed lid. 8cm x 10cm.
 £30-50
 

134. A collection of nine ladies silk 
scarves, by Jaeger, Jacqmar and others. 
Together with a leather Looky ladies 
handbag
 £20-30
 

135. An early 20th century stained 
oak and chromed biscuit barrel, with 
swing handle and lift off lid, shield 
cartouche, 18 cm by 14 cm 
 £20-30
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136. A 19th century novelty 
pincushion, of shell design with crimson 
velvet cushion, 7cm x 8cm. Together with 
a bone and metal Japanese pill box, 7cm 
x 3.5cm
 £20-30
 

137. A black Bakelite rotary dial 
telephone, 706 model, circa 1961 with 
Stafford paper label
 £30-50
 

138. A 19th century helmet shaped 
coal bucket,  with swing handle , 33 cm 
wide by 24 cm high 
 £20-30
 

139. A set of five Georgian reverse 
glass coloured prints, of The Disciples 
comprising St. Matthew with Cherub and 
book, St,. Mark with Lion, St. Luke with 
Ox, St. John with Eagle and quill, St. Paul 
with sword and congregation, contained 
in rosewood frames. Image sizes 34cm x 
24cm. Total size 41cm x 31cm each.
 £600-800
 

140. A signed 1920s Cries of London 
musical score, introduced by Henry 
Chance Newton, signed Music arranged 
by Vincent Thomas, signed and notes by 
Octavius Pink. 
 £50-100
 

141. A contemporary Moorcroft 
pottery vase Buchanan pattern,  of 
slightly flared form, with tublelined 
design, printed and impressed marks to 
base, circa 2018 25.5 cm high 
 £100-150
 

142. A first period Worcester blue 
and white circular saucer dish, with fruit 
and sprig pattern, filled, printed crescent 
mark to underside. 12.5cm diameter.
 £20-30
 

143. A Philip Martin Backgammon 
folding board, with cream and burgundy 
men, 51cm x 41cm open. Together with a 
Lloyd Loom basket, 41cm tall x 39cm wide 
x 25cm deep.
 £40-60
 

144. A set of three Edwardian glass 
and base metal inkwells, 7.5cm diameter, 
together with another with brass cap, a 
set of brass bank weights and a 1920s 
glue bottle by Stephens’ Strongest 
Mucilage.
 £20-30
 

154. A mid 20th Century French 
rotary dial telephone, with “Mother-In-
Law” ear piece extension
 £70-90
 

155. An Edwardian silver plated 
and glass epergne, silver plated base by 
Walker & Hall  no. 12940, with three cut 
glass trumpets. 40cm tall. Together with 
a silver plated ice bucket and wine cooler 
(3)
 £40-80
 

156. A Porzellanfabrik Burggrub 
bisque head baby doll, stamped 169 
Special-7 stamped to back of head, 
composition body with bent legs. Severe 
damage and restoration around the neck. 
58cm tall. AF
 £20-30
 

157. A model of HMS Ledbury, An 
escort destroyer Hunt class Type II, 84 cm 
long by 17 cm wide by 20 cm high 
 £20-30
 

158. A collection of early to mid 20th 
Century postcards, contained in three 
albums. Including an album containing 
mostly European scenes including France, 
Italy, Belgium and Cyprus, approx 150 
cards. Two albums (one AF) containing 
mostly British scenes including Churches, 
Country scenes, RPs, etc, approx 200 
cards each. Together with a Battle of 
Albert (Somme) WW1 postcard book 
Before and After the Bombardment, 
containing 28 cards (some detached). 
Total between 550-600 cards. VIEWING 
RECOMMENDED
 £50-80
 

159. A Poole Pottery dinner service, 
two tone pink and brown, including 
tureens, soup bowls, cups, saucers, 
plates, chargers, etc. Approx 50 pieces. 
Together with a Royal Doulton  Sonnet 
H5012 part service including plates, cups 
and saucers, 28 pieces
 £40-60
 

160. A 19th Century alabaster and 
gilt mantle clock, white enamel dial with 
Roman numerals and signed J. Brown 
Lytham & Paris. With free standing 
ebonised base, 29cm tall on base.
 £20-40
 

145. A quantity of assorted fabric 
sheets, including mohair and others. 
 £30-50
 

146. A quantity of codd bottles, 
including Black Country and Northern 
English examples, including examples by 
W. Melville of Newcastle, S. H. Quincey of 
Walsall, Alfred Simms of Walsall, Ward & 
Cliffe of Oldham, etc (14)
 £40-60
 

147. A 19th Century glass rummer, 
with engraved olive branch decoration. 
13cm tall x 8.5cm diameter rim.
 £20-30
 

148. A small collection of glass, 
including a table lamp 19cm tall, 
summers vase and a bowl (3)
 £20-30
 

149. Michael Sutty, Maruja The 
Strong porcelain figure, inspired by the 
watercolours of Sir William Russell Flint, 
RA. Limited Edition 002/350 with COA 
and notes from the factory. 36.5cm tall.
 £100-150
 

150. Michael Sutty, Ariadne porcelain 
figure, inspired by the watercolours of Sir 
William Russell Flint, RA. Limited Edition 
002/350 with COA. 23cm tall.
 £100-150
 

151. Michael Sutty, June Caprice 
porcelain figure, inspired by the 
watercolours of Sir William Russell Flint, 
RA. Limited Edition 002/350 with COA. 
35cm tall.
 £100-150
 

152. Three Bartholomew’s maps, 
Wye Valley, Vale of Seven, Warwickshire. 
Together with a Ward Locke & Co. guide 
book for Lowestoft, and a companion 
book for Warwickshire together with an 
Edwardian black and white photograph, 
of a Birmingham pub on Spencer Street 
“The Goldsmith and Jewellers Arms” 
Mitchells & Butlers Brewery, on card. 
Image size 11cm x 15cm.
 £20-30
 

153. A collection of autobiographies 
and biographies, mostly relating to 
Comedians including Peter Kay, John 
Bishop, Dawn French, Jimmy Logan, 
etc. (29) together with a large quantity 
of West Bromwich Albion Football 
Programmes from 1960 to present day 
(approximately 690
 £40-60
 

161. Two turned wood fruit bowls, 
30cm and 25cm diameter respectively. 
Together with a quantity of mostly 
handmade wooden fruits, a pair of brass 
chambersticks with snuffers and a large 
twist stem candlestick 34cm tall
 £40-60
 

162. A Royal Copenhagen blue and 
white comport, numbered 10/8062, 
21cm diameter. Together with an Art 
Nouveau ceramic comport with metal 
fixings, 28cm tall, Two Festival of Britain 
1951 Sherry Decanter sets.
 £40-60
 

163. A stained oak stick stand, three 
compartments with spiral supports and 
metal drip tray, 76cm tall.
 £40-60
 

164. A circular oak occasional table, 
having four turned legs, with blocks to 
lower section on bun feet, x stretcher, 
53cm diameter x 47cm high
 £20-30
 

165. An Arts and Crafts oak circular 
table, having shaped apron, turned 
and carved legs and stretchers, 70cm 
diameter x 61cm high
 £40-60
 

166. A mahogany framed gout stool 
or child’s chair, having mustard coloured 
velvet and buttoned upholstery to shaped 
scroll feet and supports and front and 
back turned stretcher
 £30-50
 

167. An oak nest of three tables, 
having rectangular tops om turned legs 
with block feet, largest 32.5cm x 50.5cm x 
41cm high
 £30-50
 

168. A mahogany octagonal 
occasional table, having four turned legs 
on splayed feet with baluster x stretcher 
with acorn finial, 60cm x 51cm h
 £30-50
 

169. An oak rectangular topped 
desk, having single long drawer with 
turned handles on bobbin supports, 55cm 
x 107cm x 75cm high
 £40-60
 

170. An oak commode chest, having 
two over two drawers with brass handles 
on squat feet, 50cm x 41cm x 50cm high
 £20-30
 

171. A heavily carved oak Green Man 
table, having figural carving to shaped 
back over rectangular top with long 
drawer under on shaped carved square 
legs and claw front feet, 43cm x 92cm x 
97cm max high
 £40-60
 

172. An oak framed rectangular lift 
top piano stool, having upholstered seat 
between shaped scroll handles, splayed 
feet, baluster stretcher supports, 55cm 
max wide x 62cm max high x 34cm deep
 £20-30
 

173. A pair of Royal Doulton Slaters 
patent vases, of onion shape with gilt 
bases and green tapered necks and blue 
flared rims impressed marks to underside 
(one restored) 17 cm high 
 £20-30
 

174. A set of six Victorian walnut 
framed balloon back chairs, having 
carved and shaped top rail and back 
support, green velvet stuff over seats, 
tapered reeded front legs (6)
 £40-60
 

175. A rectangular carved oak 
blanket box, having inner candle box, 
metal ring hinges, three panel lift top 
over carved flower and vine and diamond 
and cruciform three section front panel 
on block supports, 128cm x 55cm x 
65.5cm high (splits and water damage)
 £100-120
 

176. A 19th century salt glazed tyg, 
having Victorian silver rim Birmingham 
1882 above moulded tavern and hunting 
scenes with Greyhound handles, 15 cm 
high by 22 cm wide 
 £60-100
 

177. A heavily carved light oak hall 
table, having carved and shaped figural 
top rail, carved border to rectangular 
top with long drawer under with figural 
carved drawer handle, shaped apron, 
turned legs, stretcher shelf with carved 
fan design to border, 85cm x 47cm x 
96cm max high
 £40-60
 

178. A pair of mahogany framed 
balloon back bedroom chairs, having 
shaped floral upholstered stuff over 
seats, splayed front legs, front bobbin 
support stretchers, one chair missing one 
stretcher support at side
 £30-40
 

179. A contemporary silver desk set, 
the double inkwell stand with tapered 
silver quill holder, on a moulded wooded 
base, in fitted box, 16.5 cm by 11 cm 
 £30-50
 

180. A George III oak circular snap 
top tripod table, having four plank top, 
vase support, shaped, splayed supports, 
wear and repairs, 63cm diameter x63cm 
high together with a circular top tripod 
table on turned column support and 
shaped splayed feet, 42.5cm diameter x 
67cm high (2)
 £80-120
 

181. Two small oak occasional tables, 
one of rectangular form, 57cm x 36cm x 
31cm high (missing peg to stretcher) the 
other circular, 30cm diameter x 36cm 
high, both with shaped edges (2)
 £10-20
 

182. A mahogany music cabinet, 
having shelf over raised mirror back, 
five shelves under with glazed door with 
carved panel to base, 126cm max high x 
51cm x 36cm deep 
 £20-30
 

183. A Victorian burr walnut oval 
loo table, having carved scroll border on 
vase support, four carved splayed feet 
with urn terminal under, 121cm x 92cm x 
73cm high
 £200-300
 

184. An oak framed rocking chair, 
having leather and stud upholstered seat 
and shaped back, spindle front stretcher
 £30-50
 

185. An oak smokers bow armchair, 
having yew moulded seat, spindle and 
bobbin back supports, turned legs and 
stretchers
 £30-50
 

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price

the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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186. An oak framed throne armchair, 
having leather pad seat, moulded arm 
supports, carved vase back splat, ball 
finials, bobbin and block supports and 
stretchers
 £30-50
 

187. An Egyptian revival brass tray 
top table, with folding wooden stand 
with inlaid panels to the legs. Top 55cm 
diameter
 £30-50
 

188. A 19th century 8-Day longcase 
clock, by Hamshaw of Wakefield. The 
brass and steel face with Roman and 
Arabic numerals, second subsidiary dial 
engraved centre, applied scroll brackets, 
in a stained, carved oak case with pillared 
and broken swan-neck pediment. 212cm 
tall x 50cm wide x 24cm deep.
 £120-180
 

189. An early 19th century 8-Day 
longcase clock, by Matthew Bushall of 
Aston. Brass face with Arabic and Roman 
numerals, subsidiary dial and date 
window, with decorative shell design 
to chapter ring, applied steel brackets 
with mask design, in a Country style oak 
pillared case with lift off column hood 
and protruding corners. 204cm tall x 
56cm wide x 30cm deep.
 £100-150
 

190. A cast iron and painted oak 
Preacher’s lectern and screen, with 
repeating floral and scroll grill panels 
either side of a protruding rostrum with 
brass overhead light, decorated with 
fleur-de-lys design, having carved oak and 
rope bollards. With In Loving Memory 
Plaque dated 1967 to bottom right side 
fixed column. 174cm wide x 129cm tall 
with light x 43cm deep.
 £100-120
 

191. A signed Persian woollen rug, 
with central flower head medallion with 
star design, all over floral pattern in 
pink, blue, brown and an ivory ground, 
surrounded by multiple borders. Signed 
to edge of tasselled border. 230cm x 
240cm.
 £100-200
 

192. A mid 20th century woollen 
Bokhara rug, with central panel filled 
with two rows of octagonal gulls with a 
central row of cruciform design against 
a red ground, surrounded by multiple 
borders in orange, blue and fringed ends. 
178cm x 105cm.
 £40-60

193. A mid 20th century Persian 
wool rug, with all over central rectangular 
patterned field, with multiple borders and 
knotted tasselled ends. 212cm x 107cm.
 £40-60
 

194. A mid 20th century Persian 
woollen mat, of rectangular form with a 
central pink and green all-over patterned 
panel, within a blue, red, white and green 
border with tasselled end. 74cm x 52cm.
 £20-30
 

195. A 19th century Mary Gregory 
green glass and enamel decanter and 
stopper, with lily of the valley decoration, 
22 cm high 
 £30-50
 

196. An important piece of musical 
and Titanic history, A late 19th early 
20th Century oak barley twist gate leg 
table 104cm wide x 133cm extended by 
73cm high, where composer and ‘English 
Waltz King’ Archibald Joyce (1873-1963) 
composed and wrote ‘Song d’automne’, 
the last piece of music played on the deck 
of the Titanic as she was sinking in the 
early hours 15th April 1912. The table 
has been in the possession of the direct 
descendants of Joyce, the present vendor 
is the Great Niece of Archibald, as her 
Grandfather on her Mother’s side was 
Bertram Joyce, the Brother of Archibald 
and a composer in his own right under 
the name Manton Bennett. The lot is 
accompanied with framed sheet music 
by Manton Bennett ‘Fun By Moonlight’ 
34cm x 51cm.
 £300-500
 

197. A George III mahogany double 
gate leg table, on pad feet, with brass 
plaque inscribed “WA. Howell Patented 
Mapplebeck and Lowe Manufacturers 
Birmingham”. 146cm extended x 133cm 
wide x 74cm high.
 £80-120
 

198. Two composite dolls, the largest 
with speaker set in back 70cm long 
together with a Rupert Bear doll (3)
 £30-50
 

199. Sixty boxed Lledo Days Gone 
diecast models, with some loose 
examples and a boxed Vanguard model 
 £30-50
 

200. A boxed Pyramid Toys 
Trackmaster set, with 0-6-2 tank 
locomotive with various wagons and 
track, etc
 £40-60

201. Three limited edition Britain’s 
toy soldier sets, 5190, 5192, 0102, all 
boxed with certificates and outer boxes.
 £80-120
 

202. A Britain’s Boer War Centenary 
toy soldier set, limited edition 
0200/1500, boxed with certificate and 
outer box.
 £50-80
 

203. Three limited edition Britain’s 
toy soldier sets, 5291, 5186, 5297, boxed 
with certificates and outer boxes
 £80-120
 

204. Three limited edition Britain’s 
toy soldier sets, 5392, 5293, 5294, boxed 
with certificates and outer boxes
 £80-120
 

205. Three limited edition Britain’s 
toy soldier sets, 5188, 5290, 00105 (for 
Hamleys), boxed with certificates and 
outer boxes
 £80-120
 

206. A Britiains Trooping The colour 
limited edition toy soldier set, novelty 
case in the form of a book, 0481/5000, 
with original outer packaging box
 £40-60
 

207. Three limited edition Britains 
toy soldier sets, 5189, 5292 and The 
Queen’s Colour Squadron Royal Air Force 
Regiment 1997 Collector’s Club set, all 
boxed with certificates and outer boxes
 £80-120
 

208. Three limited edition Britains 
toy soldier sets, 5194, 5297, 5193, all 
boxed with certificates and outer boxes
 £80-120
 

209. Two limited edition Britains 
toy soldier sets, 8857 Royal Artillery 
Mountain Battery and 8872 Camel Corps 
of The Egyptian army, both boxed with 
certificates and outer boxes
 £80-120
 

210. Two W. Brtains Centenary 
Collection toy soldier sets, 8813 The 
Dennis Britain Set and 8825 gun and 
Limber, both boxed with paperwork and 
outer boxes.
 £80-120
 

221. Two Hornby OO gauge model 
railway train sets, 3015 Great North 
Eastern Railway and R2821 DCC Ready 
Hitachi Class 395 EMU.
 £80-120
 

222. Two Hornby OO gauge model 
railway train sets, Advanced Passenger 
Train Pack and DCCReady R2467X Virgin 
Trains Pendolino
 £80-120
 

223. Bachmann Branch-Line OO 
Gauge locomotive pack, 32-452 170 4 
Turbostar 2 Car DMU in Southwest livery.
 £50-80
 

224. Two Hornby OO gauge Super 
Detail locomotives, R2230 Duchess Of 
Buccleuch and DCC Ready R2843 907 
Dulwich, both boxed
 £60-80
 

225. Two Hornby OO gauge 
locomotives, DCC Ready R2809 
Northern Class 142 set and R2330 90029 
Frachtverbindungen, both boxed.
 £80-120
 

226. Two Hornby OO gauge 
locomotives, DCC Ready R2926 31407 
Blandford Forum and R398 Flying 
Scotsman
 £60-80
 

227. Two Hornby OO gauge 
locomotives, R2439, R2361, R3069, 
R2375, all boxed.
 £80-120
 

228. Six assorted OO gauge model 
railway locomotives, including two 
Hornby diesel electric, two Bachmann 
tank locomotives and a Lima example, all 
unboxed. (6)
 £70-100
 

229. A quantity of boxed OO gauge 
rolling stock, including Hornby Royal Mail 
coaches, Roco, Dapol, etc. (14)
 £60-80
 

230. A quantity of unboxed OO 
gauge rolling stock, including Hornby 
Dublo, Hornby, Lima, Tri-Ang Hornby, etc. 
Together with a quantity of track.
 £30-50
 

211. A vintage hinged trunk, in the 
Steamer style, with brass name plate 
Miss Harper, Anstey College Birmingham, 
Chester Road Station, 76 cm wide by 51 
cm deep by 32 cm high 
 £20-30
 

212. Three Britains toy soldier sets, 
8811, 8821, 8828, all boxed
 £70-100
 

213. Three Britains toy soldier sets, 
two limited edition sets 00319 (with 
outer box) and The Band of The Royal 
Marines with set 8842, all boxed with 
certificates
 £80-120
 

214. A cased set of medicine bottles,  
in a teak case, with extra test tubes, 33 
cm wide
 £50-80
 

215. Three Britains toy soldier sets, 
W. Britains collection 8404, 5800, 5803, 
all boxed with outer sleeves
 £60-80
 

216. Five Britains boxed toy soldier 
figures and sets, including 00129, 00256, 
7231, two Pageantry Heritage figures and 
three Royal Marine Drummers, all boxed/ 
cased.
 £40-60
 

217. A large contemporary chess set,  
in varnished plaster figures modelled on 
the David, by Michelangelo, other green 
and Roman statues, and lion pawns with 
large chess board 60 cm square
 £50-100
 

218. A quantity of 20th century cast 
metal soldier figures, including Britains, 
Charbens, Corgi Icon, Matchbox Models 
of Yesteryear and various unmarked 
examples, some boxed.
 £50-80
 

219. A large quantity of loose 
Britains soldier figures, including 
mounted, Highland band, Pageantry 
Heritage, etc. Approx 140 figures
 £100-150
 

220. A quantity of boxed diecast 
models, including Corgi 1:50 haulage 
examples, Corgi Classics Brewery 
Collection, Lledo limited edition military 
sets, etc (10)
 £50-80
 

231. A large quantity of model 
railway buildings, including card built, 
plastic, resin and kit built examples, some 
with boxes. Together with a quantity of 
layout foliage and spares, etc. (4 Boxes)
 £50-80
 

232. A Hornby OO gauge Happy 
Potter and The Chamber of Secret train 
set, R1033 Hogwarts Express Electric 
Train Set. Together with three R4148B 
Hogwarts Express Composite Coach No. 
99718 models, all boxed (4)
 £70-100
 

233. A contemporary model 
vintage delivery van, James the Second 
Shrewsbury & Telford, 27 cm 
 £30-50
 

234. Two Mehano HO gauge train 
sets, Ave ART. T682 and Ouigo Speed 
Train LPN HE 13620 1675 set, both boxed.
 £80-120
 

235. Two Mehano HO gauge Starter 
train sets, Speed Trains TGV POS T103 
and Cargo Train ART T113, box boxed
 £80-120
 

236. A Hornby OO gauge train set, 
DCC Ready Tornado Pullman Express 
R1169
 £50-80
 

237. A Bachmann Branch-Line 5 Car 
DMU, 32-625 Virgin Trains Super Voyager 
Class 121 set, boxed
 £80-120
 

238. A Piko HO gauge model railway 
starter set, 57194 Modellbahn Start-Set, 
boxed
 £60-80
 

239. Three HO gauge model railway 
train sets, Trix 22325, Roco 63087 and 
Jouef HJ2012, all boxed (3)
 £100-150
 

240. A good quantity of Metcalfe 
model railway building kits, including 
Bank & shop, Warehouse, Department 
Store (17)
 £60-80
 

241. Five Faller HO gauge model 
railway building kits, 130329, 130326, 
130391, 130406, 130245, all boxed (5)
 £50-80
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242. A quantity of Italieri model kits 
and soldier sets, including C-130E/ H 
Hercules, Arab Warriors, Medieval Era, 
British Light Cavalry 1815, etc. Contents 
not checked. (14) 
 £60-80
 

243. A quantity of assorted model 
kits and soldier sets, including Revell, 
Airfix, Mini Art, Zveda, Mars, etc. 
Contents not checked for completeness. 
(14)
 £60-80
 

244. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, the Spy Who 
Loved Me Desmond Llewelyn as Q, boxed
 £40-60
 

245. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Moonraker Roger 
Moore as James Bond, boxed
 £40-60
 

246. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Moonraker 
Richard Kiel as Jaws, boxed
 £40-60
 

247. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Goldfinger Sean 
Connery as James Bond, boxed.
 £40-60
 

248. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Goldfinger 
Harold Sakata as Oddjob, boxed
 £40-60
 

249. a 19th century carved wooded 
stool, stained oak, with turned supports, 
30 cm  
 £20-30
 

250. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Goldeneye Sean 
Bean as Alex Trevelyan, boxed
 £40-60
 

251. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Goldeneye Pierce 
Brosnan as James Bond, boxed
 £40-60
 

252. A contemporary bronze hare 
sculpture, of boxing hares, with foundry 
stamp Paris signed Nick, on hardstone 
plinth 23.5 cm high
 £60-80
 

253. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Live And Let Die 
Roger Moore as James Bond, boxed
 £40-60
 

254. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Live And Let Die 
Julius W. Harris as Tee Hee, boxed
 £40-60
 

255. A Czech ruby and blue, 
colourless vase, of moulded design, 20 
cm high
 £10-20
 

256. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Licence To Kill 
Timothy Dalton as James Bond, boxed
 £40-60
 

257. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, Licence to Kill 
Robert Davi as Franz Sanchez, boxed
 £40-60
 

258. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, On Her Majesty’s 
Secret Service Telly Savalas as Ernst 
Blofeld, boxed
 £40-60
 

259. A Sideshow Collectables 007 
James Bond 12” Figure, On Her Majesty’s 
Secret Service George Lazenby as James 
Bond, boxed
 £40-60
 

260. Moonraker laser rifle prop 
replica made by Factory Entertainment 
1:1 scale, limited edition 281/500 to 
celebrate 50 years of the James Bond 
film, created after exhaustive study of 
the original prop in the EON production 
archives made from polyresin with COA 
and prop story booklet in excellent 
condition with original Drax Enterprise 
Corps box and packaging
 £200-300
 

261. James Bond 007- A first edition 
Ian Fleming The Man With The Golden 
Gun, with dust cover, cut price tag. 
Published by Jonathan Cope 1965.
 £100-150
 

262. A quantity of Star Trek 
Eaglemoss diecast vehicles, all boxed. 
Together with a star Trek Discovery 
vehicle (24)
 £100-150
 

263. A quantity of Britains 
Napoleonic figures, 36062, 36048, 36046, 
36039, 36047, 36040, 50034C, 50044C 
with a Zulu War 20100 and 20055, all 
boxed (10)
 £150-250
 

264. A quantity of delPrado 
Napoleonic figures, all unboxed, with 
some related booklets (17)
 £30-50
 

265. A Jagerndorfer Electric Cablecar, 
1:32 scale, boxed.
 £70-100
 

266. Two Hotwheels 1:18 scale 
Batmobile models, Batman Returns 
Batmobile and Batman Classic TV Series 
Batmobile, both boxed.
 £100-150
 

267. Two 1:18 scale James Bond 
007 Aston Martin models, Hotwheels 
Elite Spectre Aston Martin DB10 and 
Autoworld Quantum of Solace Aston 
Martin DBS, both boxed 
 £100-150
 

268. Two 1:18 scale Aston Martin 
DBS models, CMR Aston Martin DBS 1970 
and Cult Aston Martin DBS, both boxed
 £70-100
 

269. Two 1:18 scale diecast models, 
Land Rover Defender 110 and  limited 
edition KK Scale Mercedes 220S 
Limousine, both boxed
 £60-80
 

270. Two 1:18 scale Minichamps 
Formula 1 diecast models, Ayrton Senna 
Collection Paul’s Model Art 1987 Lotus 
Honda 99T and Lotus Renault E20 K. 
Raikkonen Winner 2012, both boxed
 £100-150
 

271. A late 19th early 20th century 
cranberry glass sugar sifter,  with silver 
plated pull off lid, 14 cm high
 £10-20
 

272. A quantity of static and kit built 
railway locomotives, including magazine 
issue examples together with a quantity 
of card and plastic built layout buildings.
 £30-50
 

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price

the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price

273. A good quantity of toy soldier 
figures, including delPrado, kit built 
plastic examples, white metal examples, 
examples.
 £40-60

274. A mixed lot of boxed diecast, 
including EFE, Lledo, Oxford diecast, 
Corgi Original Omnibus, New Ray. Maisto. 
Mostly boxed examples.
 £40-60
 

275. A quantity of Graham Farrish 
N gauge rolling stock, including 0634, 
377-025, 374-220B, 374-230B,374-830A, 
374-825A, 0624, all boxed. Together with 
three others in plastic cases (10)
 £70-100
 

276. Two Graham Farrish N gauge 
tender locomotives, 372551 and 372-
151, both boxed (2)
 £60-80
 

277. Three Graham Farrish N gauge 
locomotives, 371-931A, 371-061, 372-
206, together with two others, all boxed  
(5)
 £80-120
 

278. A quantity of Peco N gauge 
model railway kits, mostly Quality Line 
Wagon Kit models, all boxed.  (30)
 £100-150
 

279. A mixed lot of model railway, 
including two OO gauge Tri-Ang wagons, 
Monogram metal master model kit, 
various other accessories including 
transfers, Bachmann controllers, card 
and plastic built layout buildings, and a 
wooden railway layout 123cm x 71cm, etc
 £30-50
 

280. A collection of Gerry Anderson 
themed model kits, including imai 
examples of Thunderbirds and Captain 
Scarlet, , etc. Together with a Star Wars 
Episode III pin collection.
 £25-40
 

281. A collection of Gerry Anderson 
themed model kits and models, including 
an Aoshima 1:350 scale Thunderbird Two 
Container Dock, Konami Thunderbirds 
and Captain Scarlet boxed models, etc
 £50-80
 

282. Four James Bond Aston Martin 
1:18 scale models, RC2 DBS, Masito DB7 
Vantage, Auto Art DB5, Vanquish and one 
other Aston Martin model (5)
 £50-80

283. Five James Bond 1:18 scale 
models, including Autoart Toyota 2000GT, 
Ertl Chevrolet Corvette, Ford Mustang, 
Maisot Range Rover Sport and Autoart 
Range Rover, all unboxed. (5)
 £50-80
 

284. Three Autoart Lotus Esprit 1:18 
scale models, including The Spy Who 
Loved Me Submarine, For Your Eyes Only 
Turbo Esprit and one other (3)
 £50-80
 

285. Five James Bond 1:18 scale 
models, including a Ferrari F355, BMW 
Z3, Autoart BMW Z8, Beanstalk Group 
Jaguar XKR, Solido 2CV (5)
 £50-80
 

286. Five 1:18 scale diecast models, 
all of classic American cars including 
Revell, Ertl, Mira, Welly, Pontiac Firebird, 
Beanstalk Group Thunderbird (5)
 £50-80
 

287. A Victorian silver Bob Bon dish, 
circular shape with embossed design, 
Sheffield 1901, 11.5 cm diameter 41g 
 £30-50
 

288. Eight 1:18 scale diecast models, 
including Quartzo, Minichamps, Anso, 
Welly, Universal Hobbies and one other 
(8)
 £80-120
 

289. A collection of Johnny Lightning 
007 James Bond diecast models, 
together with three Hotwheels examples, 
all on bubble cards (11)
 £50-80
 

290. A collection of West Midlands 
and Shropshire glass bottles, seven green 
and one colourless medicine example  (8)
 £20-30
 

291. A quantity of Corgi Icon cast 
metal figures, all 007 James Bond 
examples including an F04101 Diorama 
Set, together with eighteen figures, all 
boxed (19)
 £200-300
 

292. Three James Bond coffee table 
books, Bond by Design, James Bond 
Archives and James Bond Movie Posters 
(3)
 £40-60
 

293. A contemporary porcelain 
Chinese jardinière, oval twin handled 
with floral decoration, fish design to 
interior, 35 cm diameter
 £20-30
 

294. James Bond, Live and Let Die 
and Spectre, two top hats, and a ‘Day of 
the Dead’ mask, Kingice 100% woold Size 
S, aperture 16.5 cm x 19cm and a Maz 
Accessories examples Size S, aperture size 
16.5cm x 19.5cm. (3)
 £40-60
 

295. A large quantity of unboxed 
diecast models, together with a quantity 
of loose kit built and similar models, 
Hogan static aircraft models, wooden 
built fishing boat and stand, etc.
 £70-100
 

296. A quantity of boxed diecast, 
including Eddie Stobart, EFE, Atlas 
Edition, Siku, Oxford Diecast, etc (27)
 £60-80
 

297. A large quantity of Eaglemoss 
James Bond 007 diecast models, all 
contained in plastic cases together with a 
quantity of magazines. (135)
 £150-250
 

298. A collection of sixteen set of 
James Bond film cells, all set into card 
frames from various films including Dr 
No, Live and Let Die, together with a 
Goldfinger Special Edition example with 
certificate from Danbury Mint no.174 (17)
 £80-120
 

299. A small collection of James 
Bond 007 diecast models, including an 
Italieri Skyfall helicopter, Corgi Spectre 
DB10, Kyosho Vantage and a Micro 
Machines set, all boxed.
 £30-50
 

300. Two Walt Disney Collection 
resin figures, Bagheera and Shere Khan, 
both boxed with certificates (2)
 £20-40
 

301. A mixed lot of James Bond 007 
items including, Goldeneye phone cards, 
a set of Franklin Mint limited edition 
plates, framed prints, Scene It, Trivial 
Pursuit, keyrings, etc.
 £30-50
 

302. A Cartamundi Casino Royale 
poker set, in fitted carry case.
 £50-80
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303. A quantity of Eaglemoss Batman 
diecast models, all contained in plastic 
display cases (10)
 £30-50
 

304. A quantity of model railway 
accessories and figure sets, mostly OO 
gauge including Bachmann, Preiser, 
Mountford, Dapol, etc.
 £20-40
 

305. A resin Napoleonic wars 
themed chess set, boxed. Together with 
a Classic Bear Collection teddy bear 
“Samuel”, boxed (2)
 £20-40
 

306. A tinplate Tri-Ang Hi-Way truck, 
in blue and white. 33cm long
 £20-30
 

307. Three Mamod live steam 
models, Roadster, tractor and wagon, 
with various accessories.
 £150-200
 

308. A set of Noma Bubble-Lites, 
Christmas lights, with original box. 
 £20-30
 

309. A French Art Deco desk 
calendar, the marble base surmounted 
with a spelter faun, and chromed 
calendar, 20 cm wide 
 £30-40
 

310. A Chinese battery operated 
tinplate car model, Photoing On Car, 
boxed.
 £30-50
 

311. A boxed set of Paya tinplate 
cars, with certificate.
 £40-60
 

312. A vintage Norah Welling’s Sailor 
doll, S.S. Strathaird together with a bear 
in a tracksuit toy (2)
 £30-50
 

313. A Mettoy tinplate clockwork car, 
36cm long
 £40-60
 

314. Three vintage cast metal car 
models, including a clockwork Londontoy 
model and a clockwork plastic dancing 
lady toy (4)
 £30-50
 

315. A composite toy, of Santa Claus 
riding a Reindeer. With tinplate Santa 
body, plastic head and fabric covered 
Reindeer body. 14cm tall.
 £30-50
 

316. A quantity of Atlas Editions 
Ultimate Tank Collection models, all 
contained in plastic display cases with 
outer boxes, together with related 
magazines (34)
 £80-120
 

317. Ten Atlas Edition diecast plane 
models, all with display stands
 £20-40
 

318. Fourteen Atlas Editions Jaguar 
diecast models, all boxed, with a related 
DVD.
 £30-50
 

319. Twenty Eight Atlas Editions 
WWII Military Vehicles models, all 
contained in plastic display cases with 
outer boxes, together with related 
magazines (28)
 £70-100
 

320. An unboxed Tri-ang TM3905 
Pressed Steel Routemaster Bus model 
in red, approximately 58cm long. A later, 
hard to find, version of this bus with 
‘Tri-ang Railways’  label to the nearside 
and ‘Shell- One oil for all cars’ on the 
offside, with  ‘Shell’ logo labels on either 
side of the  front destination label  and 
‘London Transport’ fleetname labels with 
a metallic finish to both sides. Overall 
model appears  G, retaining its bell and 
clapper to the underside, but with some 
paint loss,  fading, foxing to, and lifting of  
labels.
 £120-180
 

321. A scarce unboxed Tri-
ang Pressed Steel ‘Diesel Electric’ 
Locomotive model in red, blue and 
white, with ‘Diesel Electric Loco’ decals 
to both sides approximately 61cm long. 
Whilst the model retains its original 
headlamp bulb and holder, the model has 
been retro-fitted with a new headlamp, 
cab lighting and a Diesel engine sound 
card with horn, controlled from two 9v 
battery boxes with additional controls 
for the engine sound and horn accessible 
through the aperture which would have 
originally housed the rubber horn bulb. 
Overall G, retaining the original driver 
figure, but with some repainting to the 
roof..
 £120-180
 

322. A hard to find unboxed Tri-
ang Pressed Steel Thames Trader 
Articulated Tanker model in red and 
yellow, approximately 58cm long. The 
vehicle carries virtually complete  ‘Shell 
BP’  decals to both sides and  has a large 
‘Tri-ang’ decal at the rear of the tank. 
Overall G, the model appears to retain all 
couplings/jockey wheels and the rubber 
internal tank is also present, but the 
model does have some paint loss.
 £150-250
 

323. An unboxed Tri-ang TM5330 
Pressed Steel Thames Trader Milk Lorry 
model in red, white  and blue with an 
original number ‘4’ label on front of 
bonnet, approximately 42cm long, and  
has a ‘Tri-ang’ decal on the base. The 
model carries its full complement of  
eight plastic milk churns, all with lids. 
Overall G/G+, with some paint loss.
 £70-100
 

324. Two unboxed Tri-ang Pressed 
Steel Thames Trader based models, an 
Express Delivery Service Van in red, white  
and green, together with a TM5320 
Fire Engine, both approximately 42cm 
long, the latter model missing its inner 
extending ladder, otherwise overall both 
appear G, with some repainting. (2)
 £80-120
 

325. Two unboxed Tri-ang TM6015 
Pressed Steel Fire Engine models from 
their ‘Diesel’ series, approximately 39cm 
long. One appears largely complete with 
extending ladder, the other has some 
vintage modifications including the 
provision of headlights and searchlight, 
with this model also missing the 
inner portion of the extending ladder, 
otherwise both overall appear G. (2)
 £80-120
 

326. A boxed Tri-ang Pressed Steel 
300 Series TM4815 Horse Box from 
their ‘Roadster’ range, a hard to find 
‘economy’ version of this model without 
the usual side access door, but with some 
repainting and non-original horns and 
wipers, in a G complete box.
 £60-90
 

327. An unboxed Tri-ang TM5205 
Pressed Steel 300 Series  Delivery Van 
in red and blue with attractive decals 
illustrating the range of Tri-ang toys to 
both sides generally G,  with some paint 
loss and some denting to the roof.
 £70-100
 

328. Twenty six Tri-ang wheel 
spare parts including wheels for Diesel, 
Roadster, other Pressed Steel Vehicles 
and larger toys together with an axle and 
four assorted sized Pedal Car tyres
 £20-40
 

329. A Tri-ang TM2016  three wheel 
‘Little Farmer’ Pedal Tractor in blue, with 
blown plastic body and otherwise metal 
parts together with a TM2301 Pressed 
Steel  Trailer No.2 ‘Tri-Trailer’ in red 
complete with original coupling, overall 
both appear G with repainting to some 
metal parts. (2)
 £60-100
 

330. A Tri-ang  T M2010  four wheel 
‘Harvester’ Pedal Tractor in orange red,  
with blown plastic body and otherwise 
metal parts, generally G and complete 
with repainting to some metal parts.
 £60-90
 

331. Three different unboxed vintage 
Tri-ang steel bodied  variants of the 
Tipper Lorry model, all with rubber 
wheels, from their immediate Post-War 
range of toys. Models included are the 
largest Tipper Lorry ‘O’ (#6054) in green 
and red, 32cm long, VG with Tri-ang 
decal to inner rear section of the tipper, 
Lorry ‘OO’ (#6055/6162) in red and blue, 
overall G/G+, 24cm long, and the small 
version ‘OOO’ (#6056/6161) 18.5cm long 
in red and dark turquoise, VG. (3)
 £60-100
 

332. An impressive unboxed, hard 
to find, Tri-ang TM5310 Pressed Steel 
Thames Trader Articulated Low Loader 
with original Pressed Steel Hi-Loader 
Shovel, the lorry, in blue and white, 
appears G and complete with operational 
winding gear, drop down ramp and 
original retaining hook, the Shovel, 
F-G, with operational steering and lift 
mechanism however missing the engine 
block.
 £100-150
 

333. An unboxed  Tri-ang TM5305 
Pressed Steel Thames Trader Articulated 
Car Transporter, very hard to find 
still carrying the original load of four 
differently coloured blown plastic cars 
with rubber wheels. The lorry in red and 
white, appears overall G, although does 
have a hinged drop down ramp affixed to 
the rear of the vehicle which may well be 
a later addition. The four cars all appear 
G+/VG.
 £100-180
 

334. Two boxed vintage Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel Construction Vehicles from 
their ‘Giant Series’, a scarce Earth Hauler 
in red and cream, approximately 47cm 
long, G+/VG in P/F box, missing flaps at 
one end and a Hi-Loader Shovel in red 
and yellow, VG/E, complete with smoke 
stack, dummy engine block and shovel 
connecting rod  in a G+ box. Both very 
hard to find boxed. (2)
 £80-120
 

335. A very scarce boxed Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel  Fork Lift Truck model in 
red and yellow, approximately 29cm tall, 
with operational elevating mechanism 
and both forks present, generally VG/E in 
a complete G+ box.
 £80-120
 

336. Two models from the Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel ‘Junior Diesel’ range 
including a boxed TM6115 Milk Lorry in 
red and white with full complement of 
28 milk bottles, seven in each colour, VG 
but missing roof sign in G+ box together 
with a hard to find unboxed Fire Engine 
model, generally G with repainting to the 
yellow ladder. Another boxed  Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel Milk Lorry, TM6266  from 
the ‘Hi-Way
 £100-150
 

337. A scarce boxed Tri-ang Pressed 
Steel  ‘W’ Series W590 (TM6038)  ‘Shell 
BP’ Petrol Tanker Lorry in blue and 
red, 22cm long, with some paint loss, 
predominantly to the nearside portion 
of the cab roof and some loss of decals, 
particularly at the rear of the tank, overall 
F-G, in an overall F-G complete box.
 £70-100
 

338. A boxed Tri-ang Pressed Steel 
TM6013 Express Delivery Van from their 
‘Diesel’ range of vehicles in red and 
blue, approximately 40cm long. The van 
appears overall G+ with complete decals 
to both sides of the van, housed in a F-G 
box, missing a half flap and tab at one 
end.
 £80-120
 

339. A boxed Tri-ang TM6017 
Pressed Steel  Builders Lorry numbered 
201 in their ‘200 Series’, this model in 
turquoise and red, approximately 47cm 
long, appears overall G+/VG with near 
complete decals to both sides of the 
tipper body and ‘LB2121’ numberplate to 
the rear. The vehicle also retains both sets 
of securing pegs and chains at the rear 
and it is housed in a G, complete box.
 £100-150

340. A hard to find boxed Tri-ang 
TM6284 Pressed Steel ‘Vista-Conveyor 
Panechnicon’ from their ‘Hi-Way’ range 
of toys, approximately 35.5cm long. 
Overall the model itself appears VG, with 
complete stickers all around the vehicle,  
however the clear plastic roof  has been 
replaced - although the badly warped 
original plastic roof is included,  and 
comes together with the conveyor and 
one cardboard packing case. The model is 
housed in a G+ sturdy box, missing a tab 
at one end.
 £80-120
 

341. A scarce boxed Tri-ang Pressed 
Steel  TM6286 Articulated Freightliner 
Delivery Truck from their ‘Hi-Way’ range 
of toys, approximately 56cm long when 
coupled. Overall the model itself appears 
VG, with all signage present. The model is 
housed in a  generally G/G+  box
 £100-150
 

342. A hard to find boxed  Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel TM3910 Single Decker 
Bus model in red,  approximately 56cm 
long. Whilst the bell is present on the 
underside of the vehicle, the clapper is 
not and there is some paint loss across 
the vehicle, most particularly affected 
being the lower edges of the side panels 
on the offside. The vehicle still carries the 
‘London Transport’ fleet name along with 
‘A5’, to both sides, and Route Number 
‘48A’ to front and rear, generally overall 
G, housed in a G+ box.
 £150-200
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343. A unique unboxed Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel based Thames Trader 
Delivery Van in the maroon and 
white  ‘Mothers Pride Bread’ livery, 
approximately 51cm long. This model, 
acquired by the Vendor from a former 
Marketing Department Manager at 
RHM Bakeries, was used during the late 
1960’s in a Mothers Pride promotional 
campaign. It is understood that RHM 
commissioned, by Special Order, an 
elongated wheelbase version of their 
Thames Trader chassis from Tri-ang, 
evidenced by the Tri-ang label which 
surmounts the underside of the black 
painted chassis, the wheelbase of this 
model being approximately 30cm vs. the 
22cm wheelbase of the standard Ford 
Thames Trader Delivery Van model in the 
Tri-ang range. As can be seen from the 
interior, the original colour of the cab 
that was attached to the chassis was a 
later yellow over white variant, with the 
construction of the authentic wooden 
rear van body and the exterior vehicle 
painting all being undertaken ‘in-house’ 
by RHM. They also attached ‘Dymo-Tape’ 
style registration plates ‘BB1G’, front and 
rear. Overall this most unusual model 
appears G+ with some signs of wear to 
leading edges of the wooden body.
 £150-250
 

344. A hard to find boxed  Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel TM3910 Single Decker 
Bus model in ‘Green Line’ livery, 
approximately 56cm long. Overall this 
model appears G+/VG retaining its bell 
and clapper on the underside and with 
the original pull cord and toggle still 
attached, although it does have  partial 
loss to some decals and a small dent 
in the roof. The vehicle is housed in a 
generally G+ box
 £200-300
 

345. A very scarce boxed Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel Mechanical Horse with 
Rocket Launcher from their ‘Junior 
Series’ range, measuring approximately 
64cm when coupled. The model appears 
overall G+, looking to have had little 
actual ‘play’ use, the trailer  does 
however suffer from a good deal of spots 
and scratches of light surface corrosion 
predominantly affecting the area  towards 
the rear of the trailer bed, however the 
elevating rocket firing mechanism is 
present and appears complete as are all 
the decals on both tractor unit and trailer. 
A large  Tri-ang M531 ‘Minic’ Bomb, still 
carded, is also present. The model is 
housed in a  F-G, somewhat tired box, 
with partial loss to the end of one of the 
lid flaps and some internal tape repairs.

 £120-180
 

346. A hard to find unboxed Tri-ang 
Pressed Steel RAF Tractor No.2 in blue 
with large white ‘RAF’ decals on either 
side of the engine cover,  approximately 
21cm long, G+ with black rubber wheels, 
fixed key and operational mechanism. 
An unboxed Tri-ang No.2 Tractor is also 
included as part of this lot. Overall F, it 
retains the tinplate driver figure but is 
missing the rubber band tracks (2)
 £50-80
 

347. Two Tri-ang Pressed Steel car 
models from their ‘Ranger 10’ range 
including  a boxed  TM6005 Convertible 
in red, F/G,  but missing some parts, 
in a G box together with an unboxed 
TM6010 Estate Car in blue and white, 
which appears generally G and virtually 
complete with some distortion to the 
plastic windows. (2)
 £20-40
 

348. A boxed Tri-ang Pressed Steel 
TM6680 Mighty Mini Vehicle Gift Set, 
hard to find, containing five models 
including the Low Loader with Tractor 
load, VG in VG box, together with three 
individually boxed vehicles from the 
Mighty Mini range including  TM6653 
Compressor, VG with accessories still 
on sprue  in VG box,  TM6657 Concrete 
Mixer, and TM6655 Hi Lift Platform, both 
VG in generally G/G+ boxes with some 
undulation and splits to the plastic box 
windows. (4) 
 £80-120
 

349. Two boxed Tri-ang Pressed Steel 
Hi-Way Military Vehicle models, TM6600 
Troop Carrier with driver, escort eight 
older figures and automatic weapons 
(still bagged), VG in G+/VG box, and 
TM6603 Ambulance which includes two 
stretchers, G in F box, together with four 
unboxed models from the same range,  
TM6604 Recovery Truck, TM6605 General 
Supplies Truck, TM6601 Scout Car and  
TM6602  Armoured Car, overall unboxed  
models range from F to G+. (6) 
 £40-60
 

350. Four unboxed tri-ang Hi-Way 
Construction vehicles including a 
‘Scoop-A-Dozer’ Trencher, an Articulated 
Dumper and two JCB Tractor models, one 
in yellow, hard to find, fitted with Scraper
 £40-70
 

351. Two unboxed Tri-ang Lorry 
models from their ‘Jumbo’ range of 
Austin Trucks, including a TM6345 Esso 
Petrol Tanker, G/G+ with ‘Selected for 
the Design Centre London’ sticker still 
attached to cab roof and a later version of 
the Flat Truck with Sides in metallic green 
and cream,G+.  A Fork Lift Truck from the 
Hi-Way range of vehicles is also included 
as part of this lot, overall F/G unboxed, it 
appears complete, with features  working 
as they should, but does have some paint 
loss. (3)
 £50-80
 

352. Three boxed Tri-ang Pressed 
Steel Land Rover models from their 
‘Hi-Way’ range of toys including Army 
Land Rover, G+ in G box,  Window 
Cleaning Contractors Vehicle, hard to 
find complete with ladder and bucket VG 
in G+ box and Utility Trailer Set in dark 
green with matching trailer, generally G+/
VG but missing steering wheel inF/G box 
missing one end flap. (3)
 £80-150
 

353. A very scarce unboxed large 
plastic Tri-ang #290 Cadillac Convertible 
model approximately 33cm long, the 
model which appears overall G+, has 
removable wheels, an opening bonnet 
which reveals the engine with oil and 
water filler caps and corresponding oil 
and water outlet plugs on the underside 
of the car,  opening filler cap on the 
offside  and an aerial. The opening boot 
reveals a set of metal tools - hammer, 
spanner, screwdriver and tyre lever 
together with  a jack, plastic jerry can and 
a spare wheel. Three large plastic Petrol 
Pump models, including two Tri-ang Minic 
#7890 ‘Shell’ examples with operational 
clockwork mechanisms, conditions of 
which vary, are also included as part of 
this lot. (4)
 £70-100
 

354. A group of unboxed  Tri-ang 
Minic clockwork novelty toys,  some 
hard to find, including #7125  ‘Barnacle 
Bill’, a Pelican, a #7123 Ladybird and 
#7127 Puffin. The toys appear to have 
operational mechanisms, but are lacking 
keys, overall generally G,  although the 
cage that Barnacle Bill carries appears 
to be a replacement and the fish in the 
mouth of the Pelican appears non-
original.  A boxed Minic #6113 clockwork 
Mouse, in grey plastic with rubber ears 
and tail,VG with operational mechanism 
and non original key in a G complete box, 
is also included as part of this lot. (5)
 £50-80
 

355. A boxed vintage Tri-ang ‘Alpine 
Railway’ mechanical toy, hard to find,  
appears G+ and largely complete but 
unchecked, with operational motor 
and No.3 key, two blue cable cars, two 
docking stations, two supports and roof 
section, in a F-G box, missing one inner 
tab. 
 £40-70
 

356. A boxed  Tri-ang #512S ‘Cata-
Marine’ ‘Sunfish’ 12” electric Speedboat, 
F/G untested with a hairline crack on the 
port side, in a G+ illustrated box together 
with three boxed Pedigree Toys including 
‘Prairie Express’, M230 ‘Tug Boat’, both  
from their ‘Playtime’ range, and a battery 
operated Traffic Light complete with 
instructions, all appearing generally G+/
VG in G to G+ boxes. (4)
 £20-40
 

357. Three boxed vintage  Tri-
ang Toys including a 16 piece Tea Set,  
appears G+ and complete in generally 
G box, a ‘Billy Best’ Indian Play Suit 
consisting of  Jacket, Trousers and War 
Bonnet (size Medium Age 6-8 Yrs) G+ in 
F/G box and a Good-Wood Toys Tappit 
Set, G+ in G box. An unused wooden 
footplate part for a vintage  Tri-ang 
Scooter, VG , prominently displaying the 
‘Tri-ang’ name, is also included as part of 
this lot. (4)
 £30-50
 

358. A boxed vintage Tri-ang Gyro 
Cycle, an early variant,  the plastic bodied 
rider having a bright green plastic body 
and beret with ‘PAT. PENDING’ decal on 
his back, the figure being seated  on a 
metal framed cycle with lithographed 
tinplate wheels. The rider has good  
painted facial features and appears free 
from damage, overall G+/VG in a G+/VG 
box with inner liner.
 £50-80
 

359. A boxed Tri-ang Minic Elephant 
and Howdah clockwork model generally 
G+ with operational mechanism 
however the canopy has become 
detached from the howdah with partial 
loss to one of the red plastic struts, it 
includes the No.2 key and comes in a 
G+ box with illustrated label and inner 
packing piece.
 £30-50
 

360. A boxed, hard to find, Tri-
ang Telephone in green,  VG in G/G+ 
attractively illustrated  box together 
with three telephone toys by other 
manufacturers including a Chad 
Valley Telephone Set, a Rosedale GPO 
Trimphone Money Box, both G+ in G+ 
boxes and a Codeg tinplate Telephone 
Exchange, G+ in P box. (4)
 £50-80
 

361. Two boxed vintage Tri-ang  
Tractor models including a Minic 211M 
clockwork powered Nuffield Tractor 
model, F/G with some sun fading to the 
body although does have an operational 
motor and also retains the driver figure 
and No.1 key, housed in F/G complete 
card box with illustrated label to three 
sides, together with a plastic clockwork 
M250 Tractor from the ‘Clockwork 
Marvel’ range, VG with operational 
mechanism and fixed key in a F early box. 
A boxed M252 Traction Engine model, 
also from the ‘Clockwork Marvel’ range 
but housed in a later ‘Pedigree Playtime’ 
branded box, is also included as part of 
this lot, VG with operational mechanism 
and fixed key housed in an overall G+ box. 
(3)
 £60-90
 

362. Two boxed vintage Tri-ang Minic 
TM6137  ‘Jack in the Boat’ clockwork 
models, both appear complete with 
operational mechanisms, figures with 
undamaged detachable heads, two oars, 
small Minic keys and Tri-ang decals to 
front decks. The ‘Jack’ figure model in the 
earlier style packaging has a blue jersey 
and overall this model appears G+ in a 
generally G, complete box. The  ‘Jack’ 
figure in the other model, in the later box 
with coloured illustration, has a red jersey 
and generally the model is G although 
does have some distortion to the plastic 
boat deck and as a result the clockwork 
motor has a tendency to stick, the model 
being housed in a G/G+ complete box. (2)
 £60-80
 

363. A very scarce boxed ‘Tomic 
Rocket’ model, approximately 37cm long, 
manufactured by International Model 
Aircraft Ltd., a Tri-ang subsidiary. This is a 
most unusual version of the model in that 
it has its colours reversed from those on 
the illustrated box and indeed most other 
models encountered. The model has a 
fixed key and an operational clockwork 
mechanism. There are no obvious signs of 
damage although there are two original 
small holes on the starboard side of the 
forward  part of the fuselage which do 
not appear to serve any purpose and 
do not appear to be present on other 
compared models. The item is housed in 
a F illustrated card box missing a tab and 
flap at one end.
 £60-100
 

364. A group of unboxed Tri-ang 
plastic car models from their ‘Push and 
Go’ range including six Racing Cars,  
Vanwall, Mercedes etc,.a scarce M.3410 
Sunbeam Alpine Convertible in green, 
10cm long together with an  Army Jaguar 
and three miniature models from the 
M.609 Minikit Set - Standard Vanguard 
Estate, Sunbeam Rapier and a Ford 
Zodiac, overall generally G/G+.  A hard to 
find  Tri-ang Minic models Catalogue from 
1961, generally VG, which was removed 
from a Tri-ang retailers  ring bound file 
and therefore with punched hoes down 
the spine, is also included as part of this 
lot. (12)
 £30-50
 

365. A selection of  Tri-ang plastic 
Locomotive models from their ‘Push 
and Go’ range including three boxed 
examples,  two red ‘Pushalong Flier’ 
models in different styles of box and an 
M516 Veteran Puffer ‘Sir Robert Minic’ 
all generally G/G+ in G boxes. Unboxed 
examples include two ‘Pushalong Flier’ 
models, one in hard to find blue colour, a 
Veteran Puffer, five M.502  ‘Pushy Puffer’ 
locos and four pieces of Rolling Stock, 
together with a  non Tri-ang Locomotive 
model by Pepe (Portugal), overall models 
appear G/G+. (16)
 £40-60
 

366. A boxed Tri-ang Minic M.509 
‘Push and Go’ Diesel Flyer with 2 
Coaches Set, hard to find, G+ in generally 
G display box together with three  
unboxed Diesel Flyer Locomotives, two  in 
orange and the less common red variant 
fitted with four metal hubs and rubber 
tyres, and two Coaches, which all appear   
generally G+. (6)
 £40-60
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367. A boxed Tri-ang Pantechnicon 
model from their Minic ‘Push and Go’ 
range, G in P/F box together with a group 
of unboxed Tri-ang plastic ‘Push and Go’ 
Commercial Vehicle models, conditions 
of which vary, including an Interplanetary 
Research Fuel Tanker, three Radar Trucks- 
one with Scanner, an Articulated Lorry 
with Tank Load, Two buses etc.. A vintage 
wooden Tri-ang Tanker lorry and two later 
free-wheeling later Tractor models are 
also included as part of this lot.  (15)
 £40-60
 

368. A scarce boxed Tri-ang 362M 
Jaguar XK120 Convertible,  with grey 
detachable hood, the opening boot 
containing one piece of luggage. The 
model has partial loss to the ‘XK120’ 
number plates front and rear and also 
to the ‘GB’ decal on the boot, otherwise 
appears VG in a G+/VG box
 £50-80
 

369. A boxed Tri-ang Minic 127M 
clockwork Morris Commercial 10cwt 
Express Delivery Van, hard to find in pale 
blue, VG with key, in G+ box together with 
two unboxed similar vehicles in red ‘Royal 
Mail’ livery, with different side decals, 
both appear G+. Two Tri-ang Minic Austin 
Van models are also included as part 
of this lot, a boxed  ‘Push and Go’ #359 
‘Evening News’ Van complete with roof 
sign, overall G+ but with some decal loss 
in F box missing one end flap, together 
with a 99M clockwork example of the 
‘Minic Transport’ Van in pinkish red, G/G+ 
with good decals. (5)
 £60-100
 

370. Three boxed Tri-ang Minic 
clockwork Morris Van models, including 
a hard to find  Minic Transport’ Van 
in pale green, VG with key, in G+ box, 
another ‘Minic Transport’ Van in cream, F 
in P box and a Post Office Telephone Van, 
F with key in G box. Four unboxed. ‘Push 
and Go’ models are also included as part 
of this lot, all appearing G/G+, including 
two Morris Pick-Ups, approximately 9cm 
long, in orange and blue, and two smaller 
models - a Ford Squire in red and an 
Austin J2 Mini Bus in green  (6)
 £50-80
 

371. An unboxed scarce Tri-ang 
Minic ‘Push and Go’ Ford Escort 110E 
(Squire) model, approximately 12.5cm 
long, overall G, together with three Minic 
plastic bodied Ford Tudor models, one 
with friction drive, F, all with  damaged/
missing rear bumpers,bech seat loose in 
one, and a  plastic Minic FX3 Taxi model, 
G, in a P/F yellow and black ‘Push and Go’ 
box. A metal bodied friction drive Minic 
Ford Zephyr 6 model which has been 
repainted in Police livery is also included 
as part of this lot. (6)
 £40-80
 

372. Two boxed Tri-ang Minic Fire 
Engine Models,  including a #219M 
Series II Fire Fighter, appears G+/
VG with extending ladder, both roof 
mounted bells, two fireman figures in 
the cab, another two seated behind 
and a separate loose fireman with hose, 
operational friction drive motor and 
poseable front wheels in a G/G+ box, 
together with a hard to find Minic M222 
Fire Engine with ladder model, VG in 
VG black and yellow Minic window box.  
The latter model having ‘Made by Rovex 
Industries cast into the nearside body of 
the vehicle, a similar unboxed model of 
the M222 is also included, generally G+, 
having ‘Tri-ang Minic’ cast into the same 
position on the side of the body. (3)
 £60-80
 

373. A boxed Tri-ang Minic Daimler 
Ambulance plastic model from their 
‘Push and Go’ range, generally G/G+ in a 
G+ card box together with five unboxed 
vehicles from the same series, including 
two Fuel Tankers in yellow and blue, 
three Bedford CA Vans - in red  and 
green with ‘Express’ decals, in blue with 
‘Super Speed Transport -As fast as a Jet!’ 
wording to both sides, all generally G/G+. 
(6)
 £70-100
 

374. Eight unboxed Tri-ang Minic 
tinplate vehicles, conditions vary,  
including an 73M Articulated Low Loader 
with Cable Drum Load, 60M  London Bus 
and Routemaster Bus variants, the latter 
pair both with friction drive, together 
with a  vintage wooden  Garage  which 
retains its roof sign and a later cardboard 
‘A’ type, both with some parts missing. 
(10)
 £80-120
 

375. Three boxed vintage Tri-ang 
Minic vehicles including 16M Caravan in 
red and cream,  11M Tractor in red and 
a 15M Shell BP Petrol Tanker, all appear 
G/G+ in G/G+ boxes, with the latter pair 
retaining their original keys and having 
operational mechanisms. A scarce  boxed 
115M Dump Truck in orange plastic, G+/
VG with key and operational motor in a 
P/F but complete illustrated box, with 
internal repairs to flaps, is also included 
as part of this lot. (4)
 £100-150
 

376. Two boxed Tri-ang Aircraft 
models, both hard to find, including 
Minic M319 Avro Delta, G/G+ in a G+/
VG illustrated box and M102 Gloster 
Javelin, missing the tip of the port wing 
otherwise appears G+ in G+/VG Advanced 
Airfield Maintenance Wing box. Also 
included as part of this lot is a boxed 
vintage Frog Single Seater Fighter Mk V 
model, appears largely complete, F/G, 
with instruction sheet and parts list dated 
January 1963 in a F/G but complete 
winding box. (3)
 £50-80
 

377. Two unboxed Tri-ang 208M 
No.2 Jeep models, including the standard 
military version  which appears overall 
G+ with operational clockwork motor and  
non-original key together with a seldom 
seen non-mechanical M110 variant in 
yellow AA livery, produced by Tri-ang 
for only a very short time. This very 
scarce vehicle has some repainting to the 
steering wheel, some small touch-ins to 
the paintwork on the vehicle and a non-
original aerial, otherwise appears G,  (2)
 £40-80
 

378. A very scarce unboxed AA Relay 
Range Rover model, approximately 
42cm long, by  Sharna Toys, who took 
over the manufacture of various toys 
and pedal cars from the Tri-ang range 
when the original Tri-ang company 
ceased operations. This impressive 
vehicle, generally G+, appears to be a 
more economically produced version 
of the Tri-ang Pedigree ‘Sindy’ car, with 
the addition of an orange roof mounted 
beacon and AA Relay labels to the front, 
rear and both sides of the vehicle, the 
latter all appearing to be present and 
complete.
 £50-80
 

379. Three  Tri-ang Minic  
#210/230M Armoured Car models 
differently boxed,  including an early 
clockwork version with non-operational 
motor otherwise appears G, missing 
key, in F  illustrated box, a  friction drive  
version, VG in a generally G, complete 
‘Push and Go’ striped box and another 
friction version, VG, with the later style 
decals in a  F-G ‘Armoured Brigade 
Headquarters Squadron’ box. Two boxed 
Tri-ang Minic clockwork Tank models are 
also included as part of this lot including 
an M117 Rocket-Firing Tank with non 
operational clockwork mechanism 
although comes with a No.3 key, lacking 
one of the four rockets and one rocket 
is missing its red tip, otherwise  overall 
appears G in a  G+/VG ‘Armoured Brigade 
Headquarters Squadron’ box with outer 
plain card protective sleeve, together 
with a 213M Series II Sherman Tank 
model, missing key and front portion of 
main gun, it otherwise  appears generally 
G, with tracks, all decals and operational 
clockwork motor, in a F/G box with 
illustrated label, missing a tab at one end. 
(5)
 £60-90
 

380. Two boxed versions of the Tri-
ang M.310  Rocket Gun and Tank Battle 
Set, ‘Tank Tactix Game’ and ‘Shoot & 
Surrender! Rocket Gun & Tank Battle’- 
each containing a battery operated  
remote control Tank and Rocket Firing 
Anti-Tank Gun. Whilst both sets are 
untested, the battery compartments 
appear clean and both vehicles in each 
set appear complete. Some ammunition 
is included in each set although the ends 
of the smaller rockets have perished and 
both tanks have their masts, one missing 
the paper flag, overall both appear G/
G+. The boxes are generally G, though the 
Tank Tactix set does have a tape repair to 
one end flap. (2)
 £40-60
 

381. A boxed Tri-ang Minic M120 
Bedford ‘S’ type Aircraft Refueller, a  
hard to find, G+/VG later free-wheeling 
model in blue with RAF roundels and 
‘64891-R’ decals to tractor unit and 
‘46182-N’ decals to the tanker trailer, in 
P-F ‘Advanced Airfield Maintenance Wing’ 
box missing a tab and an end flap at the 
unlabelled end.
 £70-100
 

382. An unboxed Tri-ang Minic 
Bedford ‘S’ type Aircraft Transporter, 
a very hard to find, G+/VG later free-
wheeling model in blue with RAF 
roundels and ‘38196-C’ decals to tractor 
unit and ‘Danger Keep Clear’ decals to 
the flatbed trailer. The model also carries 
a yellow plastic jerry can in the holder 
attached to the rear of the cab. This 
model is carrying a Tri-ang #306M ‘Push 
and Go’ Hawker Hunter model as its load, 
which actually appears to sit better on 
the trailer as opposed to the somewhat 
oversized  Gloster Javelin model that 
the M118 was designated to carry. The 
Hawker Hunter model is F, missing the tip 
of the starboard wing and with some loss 
to the port horizontal stabilizer.
 £60-90
 

383. Three unboxed Tri-ang Minic 
Bedford vehicles,  including a #222M  
Articulated Transport Lorry in red and 
cream with ‘Push and  Go’ mechanism, 
overall G with complete coupling gear, 
carrying a Tri-ang clockwork boat,P/F, 
as its load, together with two examples 
of the  212M clockwork Bedford 
Tipper Lorry with separate operational 
clockwork mechanisms to both rear 
wheels and tipper body, in red/blue and 
red/green, with the latter model missing 
the rear tipper flap. The clockwork 
operation to the tipper on the red and 
blue model appears somewhat spasmodic 
and the clockwork mechanism to the 
wheels on the red and green model 
appears to be non-operational, both are 
supplied with non-original keys and both 
generally otherwise appear F to G.  (3)
 £60-80
 

384. Two unboxed Tri-ang Minic 
Bedford vehicles including a ‘Push and 
Go’ #225M Breakdown  Lorry ‘Minic 
Garages’ in red and cream, overall G+ 
with hook and bulb in holder at the 
rear of the vehicle and clean terminals 
in the battery compartment together 
with a clockwork  Express Delivery Van 
in red and cream, generally G, with rear 
shutter door and operational clockwork 
mechanism, supplied with a non original 
key. (2)
 £60-90
 

385. A boxed Tri-ang Minic Bedford 
‘Push and Go’ #365M  Express Delivery 
Van in red and cream, VG, with rear 
shutter door and operational friction 
drive mechanism, housed in a G box with 
illustrated label, missing a tab at one end 
and with ‘Gyro Van 14/6’ pencilled on the 
other end of the box.
 £60-90

386. A boxed Tri-ang Minic 218M 
clockwork Aveling Barford Road Roller in 
green, VG/E with operational mechanism 
and original No.3 key, in an overall G 
box with illustrated label and remnants 
of  ‘Hamley’s of Regent Street London’ 
sealing tape at one end. 
 £50-80
 

387. A boxed Tri-ang #223M Minic 
No.3 Bedford ‘Push and Go’ Shell 
Articulated Petrol Tanker in green 
and red, overall G/G+ with operational 
friction drive motor, coupling gear intact 
and reasonably good decals with partial 
loss to the ‘B’ of BP on the offside and 
some loss to letters of the word ‘Shell’ 
on the nearside of the tank, however it 
is missing a side ladder and does have a 
dent in the top rear portion of the tank. 
The model is housed in a generally G 
complete box with illustrated label.
 £70-100
 

388. 16 boxed Tri-ang ‘Minix’ 
miniature ‘OO’ gauge plastic cars 
including six Hillman Minx, four Austin 
1800 and six Morris 1100 in various 
colours, generally VG, all sealed in their 
cardboard cases, retaining their outer 
shrink wraps. (16)
 £80-120
 

389. A vintage framed  Tri-ang 
Railways retailers paper sign, ‘Precision 
Electric & Clockwork - The World’s Finest 
‘OO’ Model System’, approximately 
36 x 24cm together with two vintage 
Printing Plates both advertising Tri-ang 
Model Railway items -  ‘Tri-ang Railways 
Christmas Selection’ and  ‘Tri-ang 
Railways - See them on TV every Sunday’, 
the largest being approximately 20 x 9 
cm. (3)
 £40-60
 

390. A vintage framed  scarce 
‘Pedigree Dolls’ retailers paper sign, the 
blue background of which incorporates 
assorted multi-coloured triangular shapes 
as part of its design, approximately 
97.5 x 22cm, exhibiting some signs of 
age-related wear and foxing, together 
with two vintage Printing Plates both 
advertising products from the Tri-ang 
Pedigree range  ‘Give Her a Pedigree 
Doll’ which incorporates illustrations of  
products from various ranges, together 
with a ‘Sindy - Made in England by 
Pedigree Dolls Ltd’ illustrated plate, 
the latter, smaller plate measuring 
approximately   7 x 4.5 cm. (3)
 £40-60
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391. Three framed Tri-ang retailers 
Counter and Display cards, including 
‘Give Tri-ang Toys - Over 2000  to Choose 
From’, ‘Tri-ang Toys Christmas Club Start 
Saving Now!’ and ‘Tri-ang Toys are here!’, 
overall appear G, some with signs of 
foxing. The Christmas Club card measures 
approximately 25.5 x18cm. A vintage 
printing block, 15.5 x 9.5cm, with wooden 
backing, illustrating various toys from the 
‘Tri-ang’ range and proclaiming them to 
have ‘The World’s Largest Range of Toys’ 
is also included as part of this lot. (4)
 £50-80
 

392. Two vintage famed Tri-ang 
retailer paper signs,  including ‘Tri-ang 
Toys’ and ‘Tri-ang Tricycles’ both on multi-
coloured backgrounds, each measuring 
approximately 125 x 23 cm and both 
appear VG. (2)
 £50-80
 

393. Four boxed items from the Tri-
ang Minic Motorways range, including 
M.1803 London Transport Bus Garage, 
unchecked for completeness but does 
retain instruction sheet, housed in a 
generally G/G+ box, M.1545 Double Deck 
Bus with ‘Go Well- Go Shell’ ads, G in an 
overall G lidded box, a G, M.1546 Bedford 
TK Bale Lorry Box, which contains a 
Bedford Lorry, a flat lorry body and a Shell 
Tanker body, the latter with some damage 
to locating lugs on the underside of the 
tank together with an M.1542 Jaguar 
3.4 in green which appears G+ although 
untested, as are all the motorised models 
in this lot, housed in  G+ later style 
window box packaging. Three Tr-ang 
Minic Motorways Catalogues -  2nd, 3rd 
and 1966 editions, conditions of which 
vary, are also included as part of this lot. 
(7)
 £60-80
 

394. Two boxed Tri-ang motorised 
Roadway Sets,  including an MG2 
Magicar Motoring Set, component parts 
of the set included  appear VG and the 
set retains the instruction sheet, although 
the set includes only one chassis. The 
two car bodies included are a Rolls Royce 
in red and a Jaguar Mk X in green, both 
with  bumpers intact. The outer box for 
the set is generally G+. Together with 
a boxed Tri-ang CG501 ‘Bandit Chase 
Game’ motorised roadway set, generally 
G/G+ with roadway board, two controls, 
two chassis and oil drums present in their 
compartments in the base of the box. 
Both vehicles are also included, an Aston 
Martin DB5 Police Car in white with blue 
tinted windows and ‘Police’ stickers to 
both doors, together with the AEC style 
Lorry with sides and opening tailgate, 
both bodies appear
 £60-100
 

395. A boxed Tri-ang Frog, the red 
and yellow plastic model, complete 
with motor, has been built and appears 
generally G/G+ although is missing one 
wing mirror, it is housed in a G  box, 
which converts into a garage, complete 
with inner tray, instructions and used 
sticker sheet, together with an unboxed 
similar built model, in yellow and 
blue, which appears to be missing one 
wheel, axle rod and both wing mirrors, 
but comes with motor. Also included 
as part of this lot are two boxed ‘Trik-
Trak’ red cars in generally G boxes one 
being ‘Penguin’ branded, the other 
manufactured by ‘Spot On Models’, 
together with an  unboxed example in 
yellow, and all appear overall G+. (5)
 £40-80
 

396. A boxed Tri-ang Frog IMA610 
motorized Morris 1100 1/16th scale 
vehicle kit.  This unbuilt model kit, 
in red plastic, whilst unchecked for 
completeness, contains a large number 
of parts together with instruction sheets, 
unused decal sheet and motor and comes 
in a G+/VG large box with illustrated 
lid.  The model kit is accompanied by a 
framed  original scarce retailers window 
poster, VG, measuring approximately 
21x32cm, advertising Frog kits and 
which features illustrations of the Morris 
1100 model together with the Dennis 
Ambulance and Jaguar ‘E’ type which 
were also available in  the Frog 1/16th 
scale kits range.
 £70-100
 

397. Two vintage, hard to find, 
original retailers Tri-ang Toys paper signs, 
both framed, including ‘Tri-ang Toys Take 
the Tough Guy Test’, approximately 51 x 
18 cm an a slightly later ‘Tri-ang Toys Ltd. 
The BIG Toy Makers’, approximately 68 x 
22.5cm, with the latter poster featuring 
illustrations of various pedal cars and go-
karts of the time. Generally items appear 
G/G+. (2)
 £50-80
 

398. Two boxed Tri-ang Battery 
Operated Minic Cars in 1/20th  scale,  
including M.014 Bentley Continental in 
green, G+/VG in G/G+ box and M.013 
Rolls Royce Silver Cloud, G/G+ but with 
loss to radiator mascot and with partial 
loss to number plate decals in a G/G+ 
box with a small amount of surface paper 
label loss to left hand upper face of the 
lid. Both models untested, although 
battery compartments appear clean.  (2)
 £80-120
 

399. Two boxed Tri-ang Battery 
Operated Minic Cars in 1/20th  scale,  
including an M.004 Jaguar 2.4 in dark 
red, F-G wth some surface scratches, 
partial loss to number plate decals and a 
hairline crack to the offside drivers door, 
otherwise appearing complete in a F-G 
box, and an M.002 Austin Healey 100/6 
in cream, P, missing many parts in a F/G 
lidded box. A small quantity of loose, 
reclaimed Tri-ang 1/20th scale car parts 
including a Jaguar Chassis with tinplate 
seats, radiator grille, bumper etc., are 
also included as part of this lot. (3)
 £40-80
 

400. A vintage illuminated French 
Tri-ang retailers shop sign, ‘Jouets 
Tri-ang’,approximately 25 x 14 x 10cm, 
standing on three legs, appears G+ but 
untested. Please note that whilst this 
vintage sign would appear to contain 
most of its internal component parts, it 
will need to be professionally re-wired 
prior to connection to a mains supply.
 £40-60
 

401. A very scarce boxed Tri-ang 
1/20th  scale Austin Mini model, a 
W20 ‘Pull Back n’ Go’ Super Mini in mid 
blue, with plated parts and steering 
wheel, 16cm long, VG, with operational 
pull back and release action. This most 
unusual issue carries  ‘G&R Wrenn Ltd’ 
wording to the baseplate, a Tri-ang 
subsidiary more normally associated 
with their Locomotive models, and it is 
housed in a G+/VG illustrated box which 
has no mention of the former company 
but states that it was manufactured by 
Rovex Industries, with further branding, 
including some misinformation, on both 
end flaps ‘A Penguin Playtime clockwork 
toy’.
 £120-180
 

402. A vintage illuminated British 
Tri-ang double-sided retailers shop sign, 
with ‘Come in and Look Around  Tri-ang 
Toys Last Longer’ to one side and ‘Come 
in and Look Around Pedigree for the most 
precious’ on the other, approximately 
52 x 14.5 x 23cm, with some light 
corrosion to the lower metal lip on both 
sides overall appears G but untested. 
Please note that whilst this vintage sign 
would appear to contain most of its 
internal component parts, it will need 
to be professionally re-wired prior to 
connection to a mains supply.
 £50-80
 

403. A scarce boxed Tri-ang Minic 
M020 1/20th scale Austin Seven Mini,  
motorised model in blue, with plated 
parts and generally appears VG but with 
partial loss to the ‘0’ of the ‘WJO820’ rear 
number plate,  and although untested has 
a clean battery compartment, 16cm long. 
The model is housed on its card plinth  in 
a generally VG box with harlequin design, 
still sealed at one end by the Tri-ang 
model description label.
 £120-180
 

404. Eight boxed fashion dolls,  
including four Barbie -  ‘Katiana Jimenez’ 
(Ltd Edition), ‘Exotic Beauty’ (Collectors 
Edition),  Teresa ‘Cut ‘N Style’and ‘Route 
66 Barbeque Bash’, 
 £40-80
 

405. Thirty Three Atlas Edition 
Classic Dinky Models, all boxed, with a 
tin containing certificates of authenticity
 £100-150
 

406. A quantity of assorted Atlas 
Edition diecast models, including Great 
British Buses, British Police Cars, British 
Fire Engines, etc, all boxed. Together with 
a quantity of Atlas Editions Minitrains 
models, all boxed. (38)
 £70-100
 

407. A quantity of assorted Corgi 
diecast models, including World War 
II Collection, Batmobile, Vanguards, 
Original Omnibus, etc. All boxed (28)
 £70-100
 

408. A good quantity of assorted 
diecast models, mostly Lledo Days Gone 
examples, together with various Lledo 
special edition sets, all boxed (Approx 100 
models)
 £50-80
 

409. An Arnold Candidat Chief Fire 
Officer’s tinplate car, 25cm long.
 £10-20
 

410. A rare set of Dad’s Army cast 
metal figures by SSD Wolverhampton, 
eleven nicely cast and painted figures 
modelled after characters from the 
Dad’s Army BBC television programme. 
Characters including Pte. Fazer, Sgt. 
Wilson and Capt. Mainwaring. One figure 
not painted (ARP Warden).Lot includes 
two newspaper clippings referencing the 
creation of the figures dated 1993.
 £40-60
 

411. Two boxed vintage Maxwell 
Toys (India) Boeing 747 diecast models, 
#539  Lufthansa and #545 British Airways, 
both VG in G+/VG boxes together with an 
unboxed  Maxwell #532 Airline Coach  in 
BOAC British Airways livery+. (3)
 £60-90
 

412. Two boxed vintage Maxwell 
(India) Boeing 747 diecast models, #546  
Swissair and #557 Air India, both VG 
in G+/VG boxes together with a boxed  
Maxwell #530 Airline Coach  in Air India 
livery, VG in G+ box. (3)
 £70-100
 

413. A boxed vintage Miltan Toys 
(India) #818 Caravelle diecast aircraft 
model, in Indian Airlines livery, VG in G+ 
box with inner packing piece together 
with  a Miltan #816 Luxury Coach model, 
a copy of the Dinky Toys #281 model, in 
cream with red flash, VG boxed. (2)
 £80-120
 

414. Four boxed Indian diecast bus 
and coach models from the Milton/
Maxwell group of companies, including 
#337 Routemaster Bus in a hard to find 
green/cream colour scheme,  a copy 
of the Corgi model, #517 DD Bus in sea 
green ‘Cadburys Krisp’, #527 Mini Bus in 
blue and #528 Setra  Coach in yellow. All 
appear VG boxed. (4)
 £80-100
 

415. Two scarce boxed limited 
edition Pre-Production Lion Car Commer 
Delivery Van models, with just  ten of 
each model, without signage, being 
produced in 2009. Each comes a  with 
numbered copy of the original plans for 
the model. Included are  #28 Commer 
FC in maroon and cream, limited edition 
number 2 of 10 and #49 Commer Walk-
Thru in grey and white, also with limited  
number 2 of 10, both VG boxed. (2)
 £90-140
 

416. A boxed Lesney Matchbox 
Accessory Pack AP-2 Car Transporter, a 
hard to find variant of this model with the 
‘Matchbox Car Transporter’ black tampo 
printing and GPW fitted to both cab and 
trailer, G+/VG in a generally G box with 
a pull tear to the seam of one end flap. 
Two unboxed 1-75 series models, 25b 
Volkswagen with SPW and 45b Ford 
Corsair with boat but missing roof rack, 
both G+/VG, together with an ‘Esso’ 
forecourt sign and a lid from an early 
Commercial Vehicles Gift Set box are also 
included as part of this lot (5)
 £90-140
 

417. Scalextric Le Mans 24 Hour slot 
car racing set, with original two Porsche 
models c.125, boxed. Together with 
another boxed Scalextric set C606, boxed 
Rev-Start Track and C275 Autostart etc.
 £60-80
 

END OF AUCTION
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website  

  

Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority. In 
these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern 
all transactions associated with this sale.  

Conditions of Sale   

Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall 
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.  

Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and 
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room 
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If 
you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot 
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.   The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20% 
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE; 
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; 
and d) any VAT due.  

VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge  VAT at the current 
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the 
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of 
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because 
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are 
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price 
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer 
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input 
tax.   

Payment:  Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000) or 
bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. 
Your items can be made ready for collection by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet 
in Dudley but recommend That’s your lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 75212 or info@thats-your-lot.co.uk. We also reserve the right to ask 
the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and 
personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following 
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you 
will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you 
that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer 
good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the 
Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. 
If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither 
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the 
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.   

Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not 
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements 
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent 
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any 
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, 
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held 
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect 
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of 
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any 
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by 
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials 
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.  
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